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GOETHE CENTENNIAL
Address of Welcome

by robert maynard hutchins
President of the University of Chicago

T have been asked to welcome you this evening, and if possible

•*• to welcome you as Goethe would have welcomed you. My em-

barrassment is caused by the fact that Goethe spoke German. In

that regard I may apply to myself the words that Mephistopheles

spoke to God

:

"Mein Pathos brachte dich gewisz zum Lachen,

Hatt'st du dir nicht das Lachen abgewohnt."

Nevertheless, in greeting you as Goethe would have greeted you,

it seemed to me appropriate to begin as Goethe began:

"Ihr naht euch wieder, schwankende Gestalten."

But this seemed rather less than complimentary. In the effort

to find something nice about the company I hit on

:

"Die schlechteste Gesellschaft laszt dich fiihlen,

Dasz du ein Mensch mit Menschen bist."

This was even worse. I turned the pages rapidly and came to our

slogan for this evening:

"Verweile doch, du bist so schon."

This applies to the present moment ; it applies to you, though I

suppose we must then change it to read:

"Verweilen Sie, Sie sind so schon."

This is a great occasion for the University. We are proud to

participate in a tribute in which the whole country joins to the.

great and universal genius of our age, the man who perhaps more

than any other has influenced the thought of modern times. We
are proud of the scholars who have worked here on the thought and
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poetry of Goethe. We are proud of the contributions they have

made. We are proud to share with the city and with the nation in

this celebration in honor of "the wisest of mankind."

And as for me, although like all university presidents "Ich bin

der Geist der stets verneint," as I think back now to the time when

at the age of sixteen I first read Faust, I may say in the same school-

boy accent that I then acquired:

"Ein Schauer faszt mich, Trane folgt den Tranen,

Das strenge Herz, es fiihlt sich mild und weich

;

Was ich besitze, seh' ich wie im weiten,

Und was verschwand, wird mir zu Wirklichkeiten."



GOETHE AND THE GERMAN SPIRIT
BY DR. H. F. SIMON

German Consul General at Chicago

IN THE period between February 22nd. and March 22nd. the

world is commemorating^ two of its g^reatest characters. George

Washington, the man of action and Wolfgang Goethe, whom your

great philosopher Santayana termed the wisest of mankind. How
much meaning may be placed in the conjunction of these two

names ! "This bright reflected glory pictures life."

We are especially grateful in these times of stress and strain

to have a community of interest in the possession of great men.

Our revered President von Hindenburg led the celebration in honor

of your great hero and your country, which has at all times given

due recognition to real greatness, is now honoring Goethe everywhere.

As the German representative in this beautiful city of Chicago,

I wish to thank first of all the University of Chicago for arrang-

ing for my great countryman such an impressive celebration, in

which the foremost scholars and artists are participating. It is im-

possible for me to imagine that a more beautiful task could be as-

signed to the representative of a foreign country than to be per-

mitted to participate in such a celebration, and to be asked to bear

witness before such an audience as this, to his faith in the idol of

his country. Therefore, I desire to thank the President of the

University and my dear friend, Professor Schutze. with all my heart.

The invitation to address you has been a cause for enrich-

ing my life since it induced me again to delve into the works of

Goethe. I visited in the course of the year the sanctuaries conse-

crated to Goethe in the cities of Frankfurt-on-the-Main, Weimar and

Leipzig and in these serious times I gained courage and inspira-

tion in the study of Goethe's works and in reading commen-

taries, such as those by Simmel, Gundolf, Ludwig, Carlysle, Emer-

son, Santayana, Neville, Brown, and Carus of Chicago, in whose

book there is so much deep love for his subject. Still I must beg

of you not to expect any new learned discoveries. All I can say

is that I bring a deep love for my task and a deep love for my
country.
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I. "the ZEITGEIST."

Man rises to greater heights as the result
of the struggle of conflicting polaric forces
within him and about him. Thus in Goethe's mind the

events of the world were reflected and following this plan we may
consider for a while the spiritual world into which he was born, and

especially the German world. With this background we may regard

characteristic features of his intellectual development. Goethe's con-

ception of our daily and ever-recurring task is to bring harmony in

the numerous inner conflicts which threaten forever to tear us apart.

Such is the conflict between the poles, Daimon and Genius, between

the natural instincts and the intellectual inhibitions, between subjec-

tive desires and wishes and our objective experience, between the

will and perception, between the elan vital and the ratio, between

biocentric and logocentric forces, between nature and spirit. Truly,

there are no contrasts in us which rule our life or are more impor-

tant for our progress and our fate. The greater the contrasts, the

more difficult it is to bring them into harmony, the more easily does

man succumb to faithlessness and inconsistency, the more is the in-

tellectual man threatened in his mind and in his well-being. If the

contrasts are reduced to a minimum, so that no problems of any

consequence arise, and a man knows without struggle what is right

and proper, we call him a Philistine.

With the awakening of self-consciousness these contrasts first

create a peculiar dim light which fills our early youth with sen-

timentalities and introspective torment. Then follows a time in

which the impulsive forces predominate, the period of "Sturm und

Drang"—later shading off into enthusiastic romanticism, which

awakens a desire for active struggle with the outer world. When
at the age of thirty, we have been confronted with the hard facts

of real life, a sudden reaction frequently takes place ; we begin to

rationalize and even look back with a certain contempt upon the

sentimentality of our younger years. After many years, those fa-

vored by fortune, reach the culmination of their powers and are

able to bring into certain harmony the daimonic and the intel-

lectual forces within themselves. At the same time they recognize

the needj for the existence of both currents in the outer world.

The slow decline of these forces, impulse and reason, often com-

bined with skepticism or pietism, slowly prepares the end.
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This, of course, is theory. Some of us remain children through-

out Hfe, some are never young and are precocious and unhappy.

Furthermore, external influences encourage or hinder the natural

development. Nevertheless the picture I have tried to paint may
serve a useful purpose in illustrating the individual spiritual de-

velopment as being the product of action and reaction. It is all

the more useful for our purposes since it enables us to give a plas-

tic representation of the development of the intellectual life of the

world at the time of Goethe.

When new ideas make their appearance in the intellectual de-

velopment of mankind, whether as a result of a new social order

or because entirely new strata of the population enter upon a

higher level of consciousness, then a new chapter in history is

opened. Thus an entirely new intellectual development came with

the Renaissance. The individual pushed aside the Medieval con-

cepts, and in place of centralization there came the richness of de-

centralization. A similar development began, when in the middle

of the eighteenth century, at the time that Goethe was born, the

middle classes demanded an equal share in a democratic govern-

ment. They were prepared for this movement by the developments

that preceded this period. And today, we experience again a depart-

ure from old paths, since masses of people, benefited by education

through schools, press, and universal suffrage, have been awakened

to higher consciousness especially by the incentive released by the

World War. Thus the years 1450, 1750, 1900 seem to be beginnings

of new spiritual epochs. These three epochs might be called the

spirit of the Renaissance, the Spirit of the Middle Classes and the

Social Spirit.

During the Renaissance the explosive force of individualism

which had been freed, at last, from the chains of ecclesiastical

authority, led to a romantic attack upon everything in the world as

well as outside, and brought about the creation of a new transcen-

dental conception of the universe based partly upon the natural

sciences and mathematics, and partly upon new religious dogmas.

The practical effect, however, was to inflame the masses to carry

on the cruel wars of religion.

This again brought about a reaction which caused the world

to demand a Reign of Reason. Instead of religious and philosophic

dogmas concrete facts were demanded. Beginning with the end of
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the seventeenth century there began in England a rationalistic study

of man himself, of his soul and the forces within him.

This period like all others began to decay and ended in the

scepticism of the rococo and the pietistic movement. A new epoch

began when the middle classes gaining power demanded, in place

of dry rationalism, natural and practical ideas. This movement be-

gan with Rousseau and lasted 150 years. As usual, we find in the

beginning sentimentality and introspection, but soon the demand

for new freedom resulted in the downfall of the social organiza-

tion of the day. Unfortunately adequate substitutes were not im-

mediately created and one had to employ the methods of the era of

rationalism.

In Europe Herder was the man who, during the haziness of

the ideals of the "Sturm und Drang'' period first of all outlined

definite aims for the following romantic period. He substituted

a constructive belief in the totality of the world and of national

community instead of the more analytical tendencies of the

rationalists. With him there began the most important contribu-

tion made by the epoch of the middle-class spirit, which had the

tendency to unite the individualism of the Renaissance with ro-

mantic nationalism. This set up new aims and created new en-

thusiasm everywhere, most of all in Germany.

Just at this time, at the break-down of the old spiritual epoch

and the dawn of the new one, during the time of unheard-of spirit-

ual and material eruptions, there lived the wisest of all Germans,

Wolfgang Goethe, who within himself united a world of marvelous

harmoniousness. In his last days the stormy romanticism of the

period began slowly to subside, most slowly in Germany. The hard

facts of life began to predominate and for a period of about sixty

years we have, so to speak, a "materialistic rationalism." History

was studied, as never before, in the hope of finally discovering the

system of reason. The belief prevailed that the world would be

rationalized and the enigma of the Universe solved.

After 150 years the epoch of the middle classes gradually be-

came decrepit. The fin dc sieclc atmosphere of 1900 showed the

same symptoms as did the period of the rococo of about 1750. The

end was not far off.

America was an exception. The youthful, somewhat primitive

conceptions of the new immigrants continued to furnish a new im-

petus, a new youth, a new romanticism, a new faith in the power
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of the "I will." In the eastern part of the country there were to

be found analogies with aging Europe. But the country as a whole

up to the time of the World War seems to have been endowed with

happy, though stormy, youth.

Since the Russian revolution of 1905 and the Great War, the

world seems again to be living in a spiritual period not unlike that

of Goethe's younger days. No one can say whither we are going

and, therefore, it is all the more interesting to learn how the Ger-

man Goethe acted under similar circumstances.

II. THE GERMAN SPIRIT

How did the German spirit develop up to the time of Goethe?

From the time that the German people appear in history, forces

of decentralization have been powerful. This has
enriched the intellectual life of the nation
but has prevented a united front toward the
outside world. In a sense this is even reflected in the

German landscape, which shows continuous change and no natural

center. Obviously, the German is meant to be an individualist.

The Germans became protestants. Luther, the mouthpiece of

one part of the nation, destroyed the strongest bond of union the

state had, the common church. He was perhaps one of the most

characteristic figures, in his splendid blending of daimon and in-

tellect. Deeply moved by the new dogma he declared beyond all

opportuneness and true to German type: "I cannot do otherwise."

Luther furnished for his people a common language by means of

his translation of the Bible. But he could not prevent the princes

from taking advantage of the centrifugal tendencies inherent in

Protestantism. The result was terrible civil war in which the Ger-

man people for thirty years killed each other for the sake of liber-

ty of conscience and religious belief. No one can comprehend the

German and the German spirit both in its strength and its weak-

ness who has not grasped the reasons for the efifects of this ter-

rific tragedy. Wars of religion took place everywhere in Europe but

onlv in Germany w^ere they fought with the bitterness and the en-

durance characteristic of the Thirty Years War.

The numerous German princelings whose independence was

guaranteed by France and Sweden in 1648 gave a grotesque aspect to

the whole German situation. Absolutism reigned supreme all over

Europe and those dictatorships, as we should call them today in the
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case of France and England, created large unified and strongly

organized states that proceeded to divide the world. But, in Ger-

GOETHE TN 1779

Painted by G. O. j\Iay

many, the numerous princes, with some laudable exceptions, used

their unlimited power for selfish purposes

!

To the German subject was left only his "Weltanschauung."

This gave birth to the magnificent German music. When we lis-
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ten to the melodies of Johann Sebastian Bach, the most eminent

of this German family of composers, we still can hear therein the

deep-rooted grief as well as the touching, religious submissiveness

to the fate of those times. For the German the outer world receded.

He did not participate in the work of organizing non-European re-

gions such as India and America ; he had little part even in the at-

tempt of English philosophy to rationalize the world. There is no

plastic art of any kind in Germany in those hundred years of sufifer-

ering. In a certain sense Vienna and Berlin, Austria and Prussia,

however, formed exceptions to the general conditions.

When in the tenth century the increase in population forced

Germans to emigrate, they turned to the old ancestral seats of the

Teutons, between the rivers Elbe and Vistula, abandoned a thou-

sand years before. Here these pioneers composed of all-German

tribes, brought about an amalgamation of tribes, a "melting-pot,"

not even, to this day, granted to the Germans on the west side of

the Elbe. This colonial population uniting in itself all Germans
was named rather senselessly Prussia after a small, remote tribe.

The not very numerous Slavs were assimilated. Hard work had

to be done on the sandy plains, swamps, and virgin forests. This

had a marvelous educational influence on these German men. It

freed them from their introspective viewpoint. The dangers of

colonial life, endless struggles of all kinds, taught them the bless-

ing of organization, the limitation of individualism. In the Hohen-
zollern family able rulers were found. The entire unheard-of force

of the puritanical spirit unfolded its wondrous workings. The
courts of other German states, boasting a civilization of Erench
culture, looked with contempt upon the calloused hands of the east-

ern German pioneers, the Prussians. Older culture is always in-

clined to look with disdain upon a younger one. Thus there mav
have been times when New York regarded Chicago in this light,

yet you certainly would not like to give up the "I will" spirit of

Chicago any more than we could spare the awakening energy

of Prussia.

There was an almost complete intellectual breakdown of the

nation which, overwhelmed by the sorrow of the times, was look-

ing for consolation in pietism ; at some courts and commer-
cial centers, such as Frankfurt and Leipzig, remained the unreal

glamor of French imitation ; and there were scanty remnants of

the old German magnificence in Menna, and the first ravs of a
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new light from Prussia. That was the German world
which the spirit of Goethe awakened to con-

sciousness.
And yet the German dynamic forces were smouldering under

cover when, in the middle of the eighteenth century, the enthusiasm

of the storm period called for new romanticism, the German sor-

rows disappeared with one stroke, German spiritual life through-

out the entire country suddenly awakened in the desire for a new

freedom. In the German of princely allmightiness and arbitrariness

the movement as a whole remained, in contrast to France, prac-

tically a literary one. Only on the stage the emotions
were realized, whose manifestations were de-

nied in real life. The princes alone were rich, the en-

lightened ones among them knew how to attract enthusiastic men of

letters.

Just as Frederick the Wise after the Diet of Worms had brought

Luther to the Wartburg near Eisenach and thereby made possible

the utilization of the Protestant movement for the benefit of the

Princes, so his magnanimous successor, Karl August, gathered to his

court the literary men, who because of common poverty were de-

pendent upon royal protectorship. Thus he soon made a true servant

of the state even so fiery a spirit as Schiller. Undoubtedly that

was not premeditated politics ; conditions in general brought about

this result naturally. Weimar reached a zenith of German spiritual

life never again to be attained.

III. Goethe's philosophy of life

1) Goetlic's inner melody: Daiuion and Genius.

During the storms of the times and while the German spirit pre-

cipitously awakened out of its distress, chaos, and helplessness, how

did Goethe's daimon and genius adjust themselves to the work

of the day, to the finally so perfect achievement of the great

philosopher. The interaction between these two poles at first paral-

leled that of the outer world. He answered the sentimental epoch

in him and in the world with Werther's Leiden; the "Storm and

Stress" with Goets and Clavigo, the gigantic Prometheus, Egmont,

and the Urfaust. But in spite of the strong spell of his daimon,

that caused him to exclaim in his thirty-seventh year in Rome:

From craving to enjoyment, thus I reel

And in enjoyment languish for desire.
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nevertheless we feel an element of poise. It is hardly storm and

stress, it is already the anticipation of romanticism with a moderate

relationship between emotion and intellect.

He had early in life raised the strug^gle of these forces into his

consciousness. The self-analysis of the ag^e had helped him. He
soon realized that both poles are indispensable to man's happiness:

d a i m o n, emerging from the depths of unconsciousness, giving im-

pulse to life and, in our surrender to nature and love, carries us

—

as Wagner says, to "unconscious, highest delight,"—g e n i u s, pro-

ceeding to ever wider understanding and knowledge leads to the

other pole 'of happiness. The reciprocal effect of these two forces

developed in Goethe to a strong and wonderful degree. The daimonic

pole is first nearer to his heart. He scorns the Zzveckmcnsch, the

pure intellectual man. However, the Gefiihlsmcnsch becomes less

important to him as he grows older although he never sells himself

to the world of teleology. To bring them to a totality "united in flam-

ing fusion", as Professor Schiitze translates it. becomes the goal of

his life. The rational period of his life begins in his twenty-seventh

year. From his desire to check the daimonic forces within him there

is born his early longing for the classical form. The universality of

his intellectual ardor was tremendously increased.

But only in the tender romance with Alinna Herzlieb, whom he

learned to love at the age of fifty-six, he came close to a beautiful

harmony of his sensual and spiritual forces, which permitted him

to contemplate the outer world more freely than before.

When seven years later, he meets the charming poetical Mari-

anne von W^illimer, he appears to us as the Olympian, removed

from all earthly confusion and living in pure beauty, but untiringly

active. \\"hilst the storm of the Wars of Liberation rage outside

with loud romanticism, he flees into the quiet of Persian poetry,

not to quiet the daimon in his breast, but to avoid the thunder-

storm outside.

The end of his life is most characteristic. During his whole life,

he had sought true form and had strayed into strange worlds. He

finally realized that permanently proceeding beyond the form is

life itself. At seventy-two years of age he declares that it is always

necessary, to re-create the created so that dangerous rigidity be

avoided.
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2) Goethe's World-Viczv (Weltanschauung). Subject and Object.

While daimon and genius were the two musical strings in

Goethe's life, that daily had to be tuned anew, so that a clear melody

would be the result, the ego and the world, subject and object,

emanated from him as from a fundamental unity. To the god-

like human being of the religious Middle Ages, the outside world

was something entirely strange, part educator, part tempter. The
English rational philosophy had finally doubted the intellect and

thereby the reality of the outside world. "No matter, never mind,"

was the popular jest over Hume's result. Kant had examined the

mental instruments of conception of the human race with German
thoroughness and had encouraged a critical attitude toward the

outside world. This contrast presented no problem to Goethe, at

least not in the beginning^: Naught is inside, naught is out. For

the inside is without. Nature has neither kernel nor rind, it is

everything in one. The "zusammenbrennende Ganze" within him

corresponded to the totality, the complete unity of the world. Just as

to Parmenides knowledge seemed only possible through complete

identity with the comprehended, so Goethe felt

:

Were to the sun not kin our eye.

They ne'er could see the sun's fair beam,
Lay not in us a power divine.

Of the divine how could we dream.

This alliance with totality is endang^ered, however, if we de-

sire to fill the world with external purposes, if we do not adapt

ourselves to the "divine laws" within us, if we do not follow the

law, under which we have started our life course. Thus the ego,

our innermost voice, rightly perceived, becomes our final regula-

tive element. To Goethe the process of life is not, according to

Simmel, directed from the goal, is not teleology. To him the pro-

cess of life is growth from the very roots, the happy development

and realization of our natural faculties—it is entelechy.

His idea of God has its inception in his deep-rooted confidence,

that the world is most beautifully arranged, that the principal thing

is to listen to the innermost voice and trust in nature.

The All-embracer,

All-sustainer,

Holds and sustains he not

Thee, me, himself ?

Lifts not the Heaven its dome above?
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Doth not the firm-set earth beneath us He?
And beaming tenderly with looks of love,

Climb not the everlasting stars on high?

Do we not gaze into each other's eyes?

Nature's impenetrable agencies,

Are they not thronging on thy heart and brain,

Viewless, or visible to mortal ken.

Around thee weaving their mysterious chain?

Fill thence thy heart, how large so e'er it be

;

And in the feeling when thou utterly art blest,

Then call it, what thou wilt,

—

Call it Bliss! Heart! Love! God!
I have no name for it

!

'Tis feeling all

;

Name is but sound and smoke.

And yet his philosophy of life w^as purely subjective, a belief

!

Later in life he told of his icy in expressing the inner world, be-

fore he knew the external one. Before that, however, he had con-

fessed: "From within no man can learn his inner being." In other

words he is thoroughly conscious of this preponderant subjective

adjustment to the world. He justly blames the philosophy of his

time for such an attitude. That is admirable self-knowledge, for

nothing is quite as difficult as criticism of our own "pure reason,"

as a critical analysis of our relations to the outer world.

But for a long time his efforts on behalf of reality of the outer

world are unsuccessful. When the outside world becomes too loud,

too intrusive, he flees into the world of beauty, the classics, his

scientific studies, Persian poetry and to the beloved woman. Natur-

ally he follows with interest the happenings about him, as behooves

the Minister of State. But the inner enthusiasm, which he values so

highly for all knowledge, fills him only in his art, in his great dis-

coveries in the field of natural science. In advanced years the desire

for an overbridging of this discrepancy between his world and the

reality becomes stronger in him. The conception of unity (All-Ein-

heit) had for a long time deceived him. In 1817 he said that it is

equally harmful exclusively to obey experience or the idea alone and

unreservedly. It is necessary to strike a medium between both.

The progress toward reality coincides in him with the growing con-

centration upon the practical deed. The Leitmotif in our struggle

with the outer world, can no longer be the romantic laws within us

nor can it be outward purposes, but it must be "the demand of the

day." By such a development in his advanced years, Goethe guides
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the world over new paths. To be true to type was and still is the

highest commandment. Confident of an inner law Luther had

spoken : "I cannot do otherwise." In German philosophy before and

since Goethe, from Kant to Fichte and Nietzsche, the a priori, de-

ductive idealism, the inner law, the conscience, the belief in the in-

ner feeling, in short, the subject predominated. With the exception

of the Marburg School, Germany, up to the present time, has almost

no leading philosopher whose teachings emanate from the object, such

as England developed in Bacon, Locke, Hobbes, and Hume, such

as France developed in Montaigne and Voltaire. The youthful Ger-

man subjectivism has undoubtedly released great powers in the

German nation who, without being aided by nature and history, and

without ever having been able to call a world-empire such as the

United States, England, Russia, and France, its own, has neverthe-

less given mighty impulses to world-events and, alas, has met with

many a bitter disappointment.

The aging Goethe pointed beyond the hitherto existing sub-

jective ties of the German and prepared a way for a new relation-

ship between subject and object. The German spirit did not fol-

low quite as willingly as it had the more adequate, more youthful,

more subjective attitude of Goethe.

3) The Individual and the Community

Goethe's conception of the totality of the ego as an integral ele-

ment of the totality of the Universe established for him the direct

connection, the communion of the ego with the Infinite. If in this

relation, after a word of Gundolf . "all conflicts of the ego could find

their meaning and their solution in the universe," then relation

to fellow-man could not but appear as of minor importance. Con-

sequently in social life the individual would range first and stand

isolated ; the idea of association, of community cooperation would

step aside.

From this point o^ view and in accordance with the spirit of

the age that lasting problem was solved : Whether on the stage of

life, the performance of the artist or the understanding of the

audience is of greater importance : It was solved entirely in favor

of the artist.

"Personality alone is of purest delight to earth's children."

Thus Goethe sings in Westostlicher Divan. Freedom with-

in equality was the watchword of the time and the accent was on
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freedom of the individual. There, in the need for this freedom is the

bedrock of German individuaHsm. Externally the individual had

to submit to the autocratic forces. All the more, with all the greater

love the German guards his innermost possession, his universal

intuition, his Weltanschauung.

The German's individual peculiarity almost stamping him as

being asocial, at the time of Goethe was finding reinforcement in the

disastrous separation of the German tribes, in provincialism, in the

narrowing want of the then German situation, in the religious con-

flict, an;d in the necessity to face east and west, resulting from

Germany's two-front position.

A Germany thus torn could not live in spite of all the activity

of its intellectual forces. This fact had been made clear to the

entire world by France's advancing further and further to the Rhine

since that fatal year of 1648 and again by the conqueror and gi-

gantic organizer of power—Napoleon. Germany was in bad need

of consolidation, of "security." It looked for and found it in the se-

vere, but now indispensable Prussian organization. The world liked

this organizaton just as little as it was liked by the wonderful and re-

fined spirit of Goethe. Abroad Germany's poets and thinkers were

appreciated. Little did the world understand that the hegemony of

Prussia was not a matter of choice but a question of life or death.

Germany was saved by Prussian military training, based on the will-

ingness to serve, personifying Kant's categorical imperative of

duty, bringing the individual within range of the wider horizon of

free obedience, together with the newly awakened, strong national

feeling which was stirred up in Germany's youth by Napoleon's

success.

Goethe's individualism rebelled against the tendencies of this

organization. He agrees with Kant, that happiness is not life's

highest value, yet he refuses to accept Kant's rigid dogmatism as a

moral code in human relations. While Kant is trying to make us

submit of our own free will to the despotism, of moral law, Goethe's

first commandment towards highest and harmonious development

of being is adaption of our actions to our natural abilities.

What else is' virtue than to find the

truly appropriate in every situation.

The "purely human" is his moral. Thus the moralist and the artist

face each other. But what Germany needed in those times, was the

former, the Prussian.
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At the age of sixty, still holding on to the conception of Europe

as a spiritual unit, he would not approve of natonal enthusiasm.

"How could I," he says to Eckermann about France, "to whom only

culture and barbarism are of importance, how could I hate a nation,

that belongs to the most cultivated on earth and to which I owe
such a great part of my own education . .^ . On the whole, it is a

peculiar thing with national hatred. You will always find it strong-

est and most violent in the lowest stages of culture." In spite of his

country's singular national position he held to the conception of the

spiritual world of art and science as a unit.

And yet he loved Germany with all his heart; he admired its

architecture, its paintings, and the powerful mental activity of his

time. Goethe is German and the son of his country, not so much

out of a national feeling, as by nature. His natural and intuitive

individualism was never in any way related to the purpose and de-

sign of egotism. In his youth and at the court so opposed to his

nature, he did not easily make friends. Sometimes he was marked

as being proud and haughty, an attitude which he only assumed as

a defence in times of inner uncertainty. The more he finds his own

peace, the more appears his glorious kindness, his love for man-

kind and his willingness to help ; thus affirming his own word,

that he "who is in harmony with himself, is in harmony with the

others." Many are the friends with whom he remains in constant

exchange of letters : their number grows with his ascending fame,

but they seem to need him more than he needs them.

Yet. in the depth of his heart there is loneliness. Goethe is

heir to that peculiar quality of his people. Forever will the urge,

the desire of the German soul to gather the universe into its depths,

make us overserious and lonely. This feeling bestows the great im-

portance on woman in man's life and vice versa. Goethe and his

life's work are incomprehensible without his relation to woman.

Woman is forever awakening the creative powers in his soul.

Goethe's beautiful and intuitive lyrics and the impersonations of

women in his dramas are but the harvest of the life-giving con-

tact with women he had loved.

In order to understand how very deeply German soul-life arises

out of the harmony between man and woman and this need for sup-

plementing each other, one has but to read Bismarck's letters to

his fiancee and wife and to recall that simple Gretchen at the begin-

ning of her love for Faust, asked him what his thoughts were about
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God and religion. Thus, even in the first experience of love anchor

is cast in the infinite.

The question of the relation of sexes, so near to our hearts and

so important in the judgment of another nation, is the one that is

most difficult to decide. Maybe this is the reason why criticism is

always putting it in the forefront ! It seems to me, that in this

matter we share the fate of the French people, whose very fine

family life is little known abroad, but made all the more con-

spicuous by those French novels, the world loves so much to read.

As to Germany, the current belief is, that the German woman has

been confined to kitchen and nursery and on the whole has not

emerged out of the state of being a housekeeper for her husband.

Permit me to consider this conception a big mistake, even though

you may believe me biased.

To the subjective German, the comrade of his life and his home
are next to the center of his existence and of a very definite im-

portance. For the German man and woman the home is not as

much the "castle" as it is the "world." To devote herself to this

world of her home is not considered by the German woman as

a degradation and as cutting her off from life, nor does the hus-

band value her part as taking charge of an unimportant duty. On
the contrary, everything that life may bring in beauty and last-

ing value, is preserved in the home and particularly cultivated by

the women. Granted that professional activity of women has changed

many things, yet the ideal will remain to create in one's home a

world of personal atmosphere, to make it an expression of one's

conception of life and beauty, to establish firm ground against the

uncertainties of the external world. It bears witness on the side

of matrimonial and home life of the peculiar inner law of life in

the German.

Up to his old age and as long as he was living. Goethe longed

for such a companion in his life and for such a wife. Fate denied

him the adequate wife. Behind all the loving care with which he

had furnished his big house in Weimar one can feel in the almost

too gorgeous rooms the loneliness, which often drove him back

into his quiet and simple study.

Of all women, the one nearest to him was Frau von Stein,

learned, severe, the knowing and understanding wife of the Grand

Equerry von Stein. She undoubtedly was the most fitting com-

panion of his Genius and Weltanschauung. He submits to ten years
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of a relationship, infinitely satisfying to his spiritual ego, but

tragically painful to the man who loved her.

Wouldst thou define exactly what is fitting,

Thou shouldst apply, methinks, to noble women
Where moral order reigneth, women reign,

thus speaks the voice of this spiritual unity in Tasso. But even so,

in old age he states that besides Shakespeare, Lida, as he called

her, had given him most.

When on his return from Italy, tired of everlasting longing,

he marries Christiane Vulpirs. it is his Genius who now has much
to renounce. Still, to the union with her we owe such tender verses

as "Found," that are so close to nature : and to her also we owe
the delightful "Roman Elegies."

Infinitely delicate is Goethe's love ; never a Don Juan, never a

seducer—always beseeching and thanking—often supplicating in

vain, yet never embittered, we see him surrounded by the enthu-

siastic affection of the womanhood of his day.

Let by this glance, let by
a pressure of your hand reveal

the inexpressible.

In the pure bosom doth a yearning dwell

Its grateful aspirations to devote

Unto a higher, purer, unknown being

Seeing the ever-nameless then revealed.

We call it : Piety !—such pious feeling

I share when in her presence.

The tenderness of his feeling and his action is apparent when

one recalls, that in three instances he gave his pure and deep love

to women, who already were bound, without creating tragedies,

without cruelly wrecking connections, without even hurting the

third one. Such tenderness coupled with reliability and frankness,

can hardly be surpassed. In cases where development threatens

to become too much for him, he silently withdraws. A model in

respect and consideration for the happiness of others.

Throughout his life woman remains the most precious part

of his existence. "External womanhood leads upward and on
!"

ends the drama of his life. It is the inspiring force.
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4) Goethe the bard of Evolution. {To he and to Become.)

We have seen how Goethe's German-dynamic life was filled

with a constant striving for inner and outer harmoniousness of life,

how he always when the equilibrium, the highest form seemed to

be reached, offered life new goals, new forms. Thus he passion-

ately experienced the problem "to be and to become," "Repose

and Motion"—the problem of romantic times ; it is the special prob-

lem of the religious as well as romantic German. Even today in

these stirring times, we are again and again terrified by the fear of

the senselessness of movement, of the strife and flurry, and seek

peace and composure in eternal values. Yet we cannot remain for

a long time aloof from the tremendous rhythm of our days

!

The thought of evolution, visualized by the medieval religious

conception as the refining process of the soul and later by Leibniz

in the development of the Monad, now was transferred by Goethe

to the totality of nature. "That which is fertile alone is true" we

hear from the aging Goethe. This word with its onward implica-

tion seems quite modern and reminds us of William James : "The

true is the expedient." And yet between these two similar utter-

ances there is a great characteristic difference. Goethe sees the im-

pulse of evolution preponderantly in the subject, in the adaptability

to one's disposition. Darwin, Spencer, James see it primarily in the

will to adapt oneself to the object, to the outer world. The disci-

ples of one conception will never be able to understand entirely those

of the other until they are fully conscious of the different, as it

would seem to me, typical starting-points.

Ultimately, in contrast with the Asiatic desire for Nirvana,

for final rest, the Teuton tribes, the Germans and the Anglo-Saxons,

separated from one another since the great migrations, meet in ex-

tolling the man of action

:

Wisdom's last fruit, profoundly true:

Freedom alone he earns as well as life,

Who day by day must conquer them anew.

This is a thought, which might easily have been credited to Wash-

ington. It seems to me that these two—Goethe and Washington

—

as well as their two nations arising out of different surroundings

and historical backgrounds, nevertheless have common ultimate

goals. I have now been exactly five years in this beautiful country

of yours and while I note many differences of viewpoint, never-
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theless I am continually impressed by the common devotion to

activity and progress.

So Goethe, born in a Germany that was torn asunder beyond all

hope of reunion, became the bard of evolution for a dynamic Ger-

many and for humanity, which steadily surged on in the nineteenth

and twentieth centuries. So he made his own peace with a world,

which kept moving onward.

Undoubtedly the example and the success of active Prussia

contributed much to this development in Goethe. To the Germany

of poets and thinkers Goethe was—in spite of his rejection of the

loud romanticists—the awakener. Just as Faust did not find great-

est happiness in the tumultuous enjoyment of life, not as a clever

servant of Princes, not in devotion to beauty, but in practical work

and action for his people, so the Germany of Weimarian beauty had

to give precedence to the efficiency of Potsdam, if it desired to

take an active part in the construction of the world.

The Renaissance had shattered the belief that our life in this

world is of importance only as a preparation for the life to come.

It resulted first in a period of unrestrained license and later de-

veloped into the ora et labora of the Puritans which made the strug-

gles for attainment in this life also acceptable to God for the life

hereafter. Rationalism then endangered even this theory and left

life empty and void. Rousseau then created by his devotion to the

"Sein," to nature, the possibility of invert contentment. To all of

those, who face religious questions with longing but, again and

again, with the feeling "Ignoramus," our life here suddenly re-

ceived through Goethe a new, independent meaning, without dim-

ming our vision of the hereafter and that is : devotion to and co-

operation in the development of this world.

In spite of the realization of the need for untiring effort,

Goethe's soul, as well as our own, demands at all times the other

pole of earthly law, namely peace and immersion into eternal na-

ture: "Be happy in the totality of Life," he tells us. Find happi-

ness and consolation in the knowledge that you belong to nature

and her indissoluble entity, that you follow her eternal growth and

decay.

A few days after his thirty-second birthday, torn between his

passion for his beloved Charlotte von Stein and the great artist.

Corona von Schroetter, and disappointed by the artificial life in

Weimar, he inscribed a few short verses on a lonely hunting lodge
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hio^h up in the forest of Thrringia. On the day before his sixty-

fifth birthday, in the midst cf the storm of the Wars of Liberation,

he renewed them.

And on his eighty-second and last birthday, while the cere-

monies in connection with the unveiling of a bust of himself took

place down in Weimar, he again sought that now autumnal forest.

Alone he sat there, gazing over the tops of the trees far into the

distant country, finding peace and quiet in the unity with eternal

nature. And again he read those verses

:

%>^^, ^'*«'t'

**^\.

GOETHE'S POEM IN THE HUNTER'S LODGE

O'er all the hill-tops

Is quiet now,
In all the tree-tops

Hearest thou

Hardly a breath

;

The birds are asleep in the trees.

Wait ! soon like these

Thou, too, shalt rest.



GOETHE AND FRANCE
BY E. PRESTON DARGAN
The University of Chicago

CRITICS and biographers have generally agreed that, while

Goethe owed much to French literature and thought, French

culture owes even more to Goethe. Let us examine first the debit

side of his account. From the formative years when the lad prattled

in French to his governess and acquaintances at Frankfort, to the

day shortly before his death when a volume of Balzac was the last

book scanned by those wearied eyes, Goethe was constantly, in

spirit at least, crossing the frontier. In his drama and fiction, more
particularly in his reminiscences and Conversations, references to

things French abound. "Of all Germans," says M. Loiseau, "he

is the one who has known us the most completely." His knowledge

grew partly through French contacts, but more continuously through

his vast reading, which explored every fertile field, speculative or

imaginative, that could be found beyond the Rhine.

In the flesh Goethe actually crossed that border only twice

—

the year 1770-71, which he spent as a student at Strasbourg, the

year 1792, when he followed the Valmy campaign in the train of

the allied armies. From the Gallic standpoint, neither of these so-

journs was very productive. Nor did Goethe ever visit Paris, as

Napoleon invited him to do; But in many forms and through di-

verse personalities, Paris came to him.

It came first in dramatic form, when at Frankfort or Leipsic the

youth saw or read numerous plays, especially by the classical French

masters. Then it came in the form of rococo graces and gallant-

ries, at a period when every German kinglet still patterned his

court after the manner of Versailles and tried to swing the French

language after the manner of Voltaire. Goethe, too, had his phase

of Vcltairomania crossed with la volupte, evidenced by witty mad-
rigal or amorous pastoral. Eut at Strasbourg he turned from all

this, turned in fact against the conventional French influence as

well as against the French residents in the town ; and soon he pro-

ceeded to mix Herderism with Rousseauism at the height of the

"Sturm-und-Drang Periode." In his middle period, all this vanished,

to yield place to a firmer interest in French drama and scientific
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thought. Later on, the Revolution and Napoleon claim his inter-

est, and still later the advent of romanticism. Finally, his Protean

and almost universal mind is able to sympathize or wrestle with

nearly every manifestation of the French Zeitgeist. This is par-

ticularly true of his later years, when a stream of pilgrims kept the

aging Goethe in closer touch with contemporary France.

For Paris also came to him in the guise of illustrious visitors.

Among the earliest of these (1803) was Madame de Stael, whose
loquacity and hero-worship rather overwhelmed Goethe. (Even
such vigorous types as Byron and Napoleon had been overborne

by the personality of this imperious lady). But Goethe did justice

to the distinction of her writings and particularly to the way in

which she promoted the literature of the new Germany in her own
country. The conversation of her lover, Benjamin Constant, was
appreciated at Weimar, where Goethe profited from his knowledge

of contemporary politics. Even under the old regime, the German
sage had shown his ability to converse easily (and to^ their mutual

benefit) with sprightly abbes or learned archaeologists from across

the Rhine. Now under Napoleon, he exchanges views with Mar-
shalls and diplomats, such as Daru and Denon, with the engag-

ing Prince de Eigne and the subtle Talleyrand himself. Under the

Restoration, Victor Cousin introduced him to the new philosophi-

cal and historical school at the Sorbonne, while J.-J. Ampere, a

very sympathetic visitor, gave him an abiding interest in Le Globe,

the foremost of critical journals and the herald of romanticism.

The sculptor, David d'Angers, initiated Goethe into romantic art,

while completing the majestic bust of him now found in the ex-

ducal library at Weimar.

But of all living contacts, the encounter with Napoleon did most

for the poet. The two "men of destiny," the first minds of their

age, had much in common—notably a strong sense of order and

of realities. Therefore, when they met at Erfurt in 1808, Napoleon's

first exclamation in the presence of Goethe was : "Voila un hom-

me!" He spoke to him at length about literature, criticizing Vol-

taire's Mahomet (which Goethe had translated), but revealing the

deep impression made upon him by the insidious Werther. The
Emperor constantly referred matters to the writer's opinion : "Qu'en

pense M. Got?" Later the two met again at Weimar. Napoleon

wias pleased to honor the poet and to bear lightly on the duchy
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because of its famous son. The chief effect on Goethe was to leave

him with an intense interest in the later fortunes of the Emperor,

even after his banishment to Saint Helena. The meditative German
considered that Bonaparte was legitimately all-powerful, by human,

if not by divine right ; and the poet's own power seems to have in-

creased, as by some moral transfusion, after the memorable in-

terviews.

More than any of his contemporaries, Goethe had an extensive

and profound knowledge of French literature. Quite early in his

youth he became acquainted with the Renaissance writers, of whom
he preferred Montaigne for the intimate way in which he mirrored

mankind. In the seventeenth century, he knew all the chief authors

with the curious exception of the moralists, as well as many of the

savants. His admiration for the great classical dramatists, barring

Ccrneille, remained constant throughout his life. He preferred the

naturalness, the psychological penetration of Racine, or the social

types of Moliere, whom he was always re-reading. He considered

Tartuffe the best serious comedy ever written. The despotic Boileau

held his allegiance for a short time only. He drew what he needed

from the philosophy of Descartes and from the erudition of Bayle.

The eighteenth-century phUosophes were for long Goethe's chief

masters and guides. One biographer states that, in his connection

with Karl August of Weimar, the poet even dreamed of "playing

the latter-day Voltaire and installing Rousseau's ideas into a real

live prince." Be that as it may, he once told Eckermann that the

latter "could not imagine the ascendency which Voltaire and his

great contemporaries had in the time of my youth, how notably they

influenced my own adolescence—and what efforts were needed to

free myself and use my own wings." We have glimpsed him under

the spell of Voltaire ; but Lessing made him waver in his discipleship

as far as dramatic principles are concerned ; and Herder completed

his apostasy by making him believe that Voltairianism was passe.

Yet while caring little for the scepticism or the character of the sage

of Ferney, Goethe never denied his great talent nor quite gave up

translating and staging his plays.

Rousseau he had known since Leipsic days ; yet it was rather at

Strasbourg, in the height of Storm and Stress, that he became in-

toxicated with nature-worship, with sentiment and individualism

a la Jean-Jacques. Such tumults are visible in Gotz von Ber-
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licJiingcn and other prcductions of that period. In his later life,

allusions to Rousseau are rare.

Goethe's admiration for Diderot is more sustained, for they

had fundamentally more in common—especially an enthusiasm for

the realities of Nature and for scientific investigation. While

averse to too much materializing or too much moralizing in art,

Goethe praised the tale of Jacques Ic fataliste and translated, as

is well known, the dialogue of Le Nevcu dc Raiiicaii. Indeed, he

discovered and revealed this dialogue, along with other works by

its author. For if it was France, as Barbey d'Aurevilly claims, who
"Europeanized Goethe," it was Goethe who tried to Europeanize

Diderot. Such was the native kinship between these two spirits, be-

cause of their joint kinship to the Earth-Spirit.

Among other eighteenth-century thinkers, Buffon could not fail

to ofifer much to a student of natural history ; Montesquieu's his-

torical insight is praised ; d'Holbach is condemned for his narrow

materialism ; numerous scientific works are read and used. The

dramatists are inevitably given a large place in Goethe's judg-

ments, for he staged certain of their works as director of the

Weimar theater. Already at Frankfort he had become interested

in ]\Iarivaux and Destouches, as later in Beaumarchais. He also

had various opportunities to see the tragedies of Voltaire and the

elder Crebillion. The French players in the train of Napoleon,

with the great Talma at their head, won the poet's enthusiastic

approval.

When it comes to early nineteenth-century literature, Goethe's

readings are even more omnivorous and are naturally less discrim-

inating, since he had not the perspective which time gives. He is

particvlarly attentive to the novelties offered by the romantic

writers, whether in the domains of drama, poetry, or fiction. He
reads the critical works of Madame de Stael and her successors

as well as various critical and political journals—the former with

assiduity. He is keen on history, geography, travel, together Avith

scientific works, of course. He developes a taste for personal

memoirs, especially those concerning the Revolution and the Em-
pire. Not merely does he "keep up" with the new productions : he

is now in the full current of that intellectual ubiquity, that uni-

versality of interest in French culture which has been declared tc

be unparalleled in his age.
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Of course he had his preferences. He had expressed approval

of Madame de Stael's early works before their meeting. Corinne

pleased him greatly. In spite of some reserves regarding De I'Al-

letnagne, he appreciated the efiforts which the authoress had taken

to spread abroad a comprehension of German writers ; she was his

younger sister in the endeavor to establish a Weltliteratur, a true

Republic of Letters. He was less interested in the "rhetorico-

political" Chateaubriand.

In the full tide of French romanticism, Goethe preserves an at-

titude of critical detachment which, in some respects, anticipates

that of posterity. On the whole he felt much as he felt about the

German movement : "The classical is the wholesome and the ro-

mantic is the unwholesome." He is disposed to welcome the semi-

romanticism of Delavigne and of Beranger—extolling the latter

as the best of song-writers, but objecting when he becomes ad-

dicted to "demesure." Now Hugo seemed excessive a good part of

the time ; so Goethe finds Hcrnani "absurd," considers Les Orien-

tales too highly charged with exaggerations and antitheses, and

dwells on the distasteful Notre-Dame dc Paris as symptomatic of

"that literature of despair, from which everything true and artis-

tic is being banished." Perhaps Goethe is exaggerating in the

other direction. At any rate, the novel is viewed as deplorably

false to life, for all its picturesqueness. Admitting that Hugo has

renovated French poetry through his imagination and his virtu-

osity, he is a leader of that noisy and wild-haired type of roman-

ticism which the elderly Goethe could not abide.

He prefers Merimee, who had some sense ; and so had Stend-

hal, notably the sense of psychological penetration. La Peau de

Chagrin—the only fictional masterpiece by Balzac which appeared

before Goethe's death—is well characterized a propos of its singu-

lar medley of elements. With the exception of Hugo, the ro-

mantic poets do not seem to have been well known to Goethe

;

he reads widely in the romantic drama, but is often censorious.

The philosophers and thinkers were more in his line. Since he

had liked Cousin personally, he spoke too favorably of his penetra-

tion and profundity. Together with Cousin, Goethe appreciated the

even more "excellent" Guizot. The social doctrine of the Comte

de Saint-Simon attracted his interest, though he believed it fun-

damentally unsound. He admired and was grateful to Ampere, who
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had understood him, and to Gerard de Nerval, who had adequate-

ly translated Faust.

These are si^ificant samples, but they are far from being all

the French contemporary writers whom Goethe read and considered.

One day he would dip lengthily into Le Globe ; on another he would

scourge himself into ploughing through Hugo's latest novel. Biel-

schowsky pictures him as turning one morning, perhaps, from the

debates of the Chamber of Deputies to the most recent life of Na-

poleon, not forgetting to scan an essay by Villemain before sun-

set. Thus, with respect to France in particular, Eckermann's say-

ing regarding his master was fulfilled : "He desires always to be

advancing, always to be learning!"

A few pages by Loiseau give a chronological summary of this

topic. As a lad at Frankfort, Goethe is much Gallicized, particular-

ly in matters dramatic. At Leipsic, he is still half bound, half free.

From 1771 to 1775, comes a period of would-be emancipation, even

of hostility to French culture. Yet Reynaud has shown that much
of his production is still influenced by the French—'"the free

thought of the Encyclopedists, the caustic manner of Voltaire, the

sentimental exaltation of Rousseau" appear in the dramas of this

period and even in Werther. The Weimar sojourn, with its par-

tial classicism and its relative serenity, the trip into Italy, attach

him more to the French classical masters, while through Grimm's

"Correspondence," he becomes better acquainted with Diderot. We
may add that as a reflective judge of romanticism, his verdicts

are still to be reckoned with. If he views the French movement on

the whole as less noxious than the German, if he is aware of the

fine spirit of youth animating for instance the coterie of Le Globe,

yet he insists that as a group the romanticists did not work hard

enough (another critic said they "did not know enough," and I

think Goethe would have agreed with that.) Furthermore, they

have at times a taste for the fantastic, the crude, the horrible. . .

.

which the author of the Walpurgisnacht had left behind. At most,

Goethej concedes that the school has achieved a desirable liberation

in form and that it furnishes a greater richness of material than

had hitherto been known.

One noted scholar declares that the story will never be fully

told of what Goethe owes to France ; and another characterizes

the subject as one of the largest that could be undertaken. Here,
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evidently, we can do no more than brush the surface and indicate

the avenues of approach, so far as partial investigations have opened

them to our view. In addition to points already mentioned in pass-

ing, the following signs of French influence may be predicated.

In the political field, the Revolution left a deep and, on the whole,

an unfavorable impression upon Goethe's mind. He distrusted

the Jacobins and disbelieved in violent upheavals ; while sym-

pathizing with the woes of the common people, he did not think

them fit to rule and leaned rather to the constitutional hierarchies.

In his last years, he attained to an attitude of comparative detach-

ment and admitted that the uprising of the people was justified

and inevitable. But earlier works, especially minor or fragmentary

plays, are counter-Revolutionary. Among these are Dcr Biirgcr-

general, Die Aufgcregten (unfinished), and Die Natiirliche Toch-

ter, which is highly considered. But in none of these efiforts was

Goethe successful in establishing an adequate historical background

or in philosophizing the Revolution. This in spite of the fact

that he used a number of French memoirs on the subject.

Such reactions will account in part for the welcome which Goethe

extended to Napoleon, as the Titan who at least endeavored to bring

some order out of chaos.

In the domain of literature, let us note first that the poet had

a thorough-going knowledge of the French language. Occasionally

he wrote in French, and more frequently he translated, for his

own use, fragments of various masterpieces. As a rule, his debt to

French authors is rarely a matter of close or formal imitation ; al-

though the French classics helped give him a sense of form, yet tak-

ing the literature as a whole, he is less concerned with its surface

than with its substance ; he transmutes the latter into terms of his

own individuality and message.

To begin with his youth, it has been hinted above that before his

conversion to folk-poetry, Goethe was not unaffected by the vogue

of the rococo. Early Anacreontic verses and songs echo the Gallic

"poesie legere," and the fashionable taste of the epoch seduced

him into the artificial pastoral vein. Indeed, his catholic interest

in the types of drama beyond the Rhine even led him to an indul-

gence in several operettas, while Clavigo, so Gallic in its structure,

is for once closely based on an episode in the Memoirs of Beau-

marchais.
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During the period of Storm and Stress, and for a while there-

after, Rousseau was undeniably a source of inspiration for Goethe.

Certain ideas, political or pedagogical, in Gota von Berlichingen

bring a whiff of Rousseauism. More evidently, Werther and Wil-

helm Meisters Lehrjahre remind us in their structure of Jean-

Jacques' methods, though the latter has more obvious links with

the Histoire comique of Scarron. Werther in particular, by Goethe's

own admission, has parallels with La Nouvelle Hclo'ise. An ac-

tual influence has been asserted, with regard to the common epis-

tolary form, the confessional content, the atmosphere of "Nature"

and the pathetic fallacy in its use, the declamatory language, and

such themes as the argument for suicide. But it is a free rather

than a close imitation. As far down as the Wanderjahre, certain

elements in Rousseauistic pedagogy—the emphasis on a "natural,"

yet individualistic education, the attention paid to concrete objects

—

tend to recur in Goethe. It has been well said that whereas Rous-

seau's feeling towards Nature becomes religious adoration, we find

rather philosophic contemplation in the author of Faust. The lat-

ter's general reaction against Jean-Jacques set in fairly early and

continued for many years.

Turning back to the drama, we must recognize that this was the

field in which Goethe was most constantly influenced by French

originals and that his managership of the Weimar theater served

to maintain his early interests in this direction.

The influence of Moliere, that other "servant of reality," seems

to be generally pervasive. The figure of Tasso has striking analo-

gies with that of Alceste, while Tartuffe probably appears else-

where, and the Frenchman's ideas on the theater were remembered

in Wilhclm Meister. More definitely, the French classical tragedy

underlies the classical masterpiece of Iphigenie. Here the Greek

background is supplemented notably by the treatment of Racine

among several others. The Racinian nobility, his purity and sen-

timent, constitute the ideal towards which Goethe strove. In Tasso,

too, the Frenchman's technique, his preoccupation with the an-

alysis of passion, are the dominant elements. Goethe cared more

deeply for Racine than for any other French author. This did not

prevent him, in minor plays, from falling back on material fur-

nished by Voltaire.

Among his later works, the Wanderjahre contains several echoes
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of things French, especially with reference to the social system

known as Saint-Simonism. Goethe's relations to contemporary

French science, for example to Geofifroy Saint-Hilaire, offer, it

is held, more in the way of coincidences and correlations than evi-

dence of actual discipleship. Did he again have Rousseau in mind,

the Rousseau of the Confessions, during the composition of Dich-

tung nnd IVahrheit? The question may be submitted. Here as in

other cases we must follow M. Loiseau's caution in not exaggerat-

ing the French influence, which, if considerable, scarcely affected

Goethe's original way of transforming alien material into his own
hien. "La France a agi sur lui plus par son esprit que par ses

formes." The same critic (pp. 350-51) thus excellently summar-
izes Goethe's debt to France

:

From our old authors [of the Renaissance] he took the

taste for a certain naturalness and naivete

—

o. taste which
Rousseau confirmed in him. Our theater developed preco-

ciously his innate dramatic gifts. Racine first gave him the

sense of classical tragedy, with its harmonious lines and its

delicate psychology. In the school of Moliere, Goethe learned

to scrutinize acutely the twists and quirks in human nature.

Our eighteenth-century drama turned him rather towards
contemporary life and its problems. Diderot's criticism of

the stage helped to form Goethe's. Rousseau's doctrine gave
him a genuine and passionate cult for Nature, and increased

his tendency towards individualism and the reign of sentiment.

From Voltaire he learned to express himself alertly and in-

cisively and gathered those seeds of revolt against traditional

obscurantism which sprouted in his youth only. The specula-

tions of our Encyclopedists stimulated his thought, though
rather in a reactionary manner. Similarly, acquaintance with

romanticism served to reinforce his later classical bent

—

a bent towards a just proportion and order. Even our bud-
ding socialism interested him, while our scientific production

at least accompanied his own.
To this degree and in these directions one may proper-

ly speak of a considerable French influence upon Goethe.

There is another aspect of what Professor Baldensperger calls

"cette grande chose intellectuelle : Goethe et la France." I refer

to the second half of our subject, namely, what French writers

owe to Goethe. Here indeed the field is so extensive, the variety

of harvest so abundant that we can only indicate the most fertile

results of Goethe-culture, following in the main Baldensperger's
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analysis. It should be said at once that the great German found

in France no such outstanding interpreter as Carlyle in England or

Emerson in America. It was more a question of "successive ex-

plorations'' than of a sudden revelation or discovery.

For long Goethe was known first as "the author of Werther,"

then as "the author of Faust." In the former capacity, he was dif-

ferently valued by the intellectuals and by the more sensitive read-

ing public. The critics of the press were for some time not too

favorably disposed towards Werther, objecting to the declamatory

style, to weaknesses in the plot and personages. But the middle-

class public, especially the women and yearning youths were at-

tracted by the melancholy tale. Trained by Rousseau, they could

appreciate sentiment swathed in Nature. The youthful Bonaparte,

for instance, read the work seven times. Soon these ardent souls

came to approve also the leaven of social revolt contained in Wer-

ther. Fictional imitations multiplied; fifteen mediocre translations

were made in the last quarter of the eighteenth century ; and it is

said that as a consequence of the melancholy end of the hero, the

cracking of pistol-shots resovuided in rapid fire over France as well

as Germany.

^ladame de Staelwas one of the most deeply afifected. "Wer-

ther," she declared, "made an epoch in my life," and she considered

it, of all German works to date, the most important "par excellence."

Its anti-social tendency, its depiction of passion which judges it-

self without being able to restrain itself, impressed her profoundly

;

these qualities were not without effect on her own Delphine.

Thus, while Iphigenie and even Wilhelm Meister awakened few

echoes, WcrfJicr passed from the bourgeois into aristocratic circles.

In spite of the warnings of the godly, the vogre of the tale among

the rising generation was augmented by the trepidations of the Revol-

ution and of the Consulate. Chateaubriand tries to Christianize

Werther in his Rene, yet recognizes an essential kinship between

the two errant types. It is amusing today to read the tales of such

an enthusiast as Nodier : Les Proserits, where naive and stricken

people wander over the landscape, with Werther alternately in their

pockets or on their lips ; Le Peintre de Salcbourg, recopying the

Wertherean triangle, though with more blurred outlines.

Later on, at any rate, like a hero of Xodier's, Lamartine also

wandered among the hills with the precious volume, his heart at-
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tuned to its insidious sadness. True that its influence henceforth

is hard to disentang^le from that of its friendly enemies

—

Rene,

Oherman, and the Hke. The early fiction of Sainte-Beuve, the Con-

fession of Musset reveal more distinctively Wertherean soul-states.

Finally, around 1830 the book became crystallized as a classic, hence

appreciably hors conconrs—and place was made for "the author of

Faust."

Yet it is doubtful if his dramas, eclectic or abstruse, were ever

so popular as those of Schiller with the romantic leaders. They

needed Goethe's name (which they occasionally took in vain) to

champion their cause. With all her enthusiasm for his metaphysi-

cal power. Madame de Stael judg^ed that his comprehensive genius

overflowed the limits of the theater. For example, the French pub-

lic must have opened a bewildered gaze upon the fifty-six changes

of scene in Gotc, although this truly "romantic" hurly-burly came

nearest to exercising a definite influence upon the French drame.

But on the whole Gt)ethe's plays furnished impulses for the ro-

mantic revolt rather than models suitable for the new theater be-

yond the Rhine.

Only the First Part of Faust could have been known to French-

men during this period. What did the romanticists admire in the

poem? To begin with, they were disconcerted either by its ramb-

ling dramatic form or by its somewhat cloudy metaphysics. Even

Madame de Stael (here as elsewhere the initiator), though "as-

tonished" and overcome by the power of this "caiichemar de Ves-

prit," summarizes the work as "an arresting image of intellectual

chaos." Her friend. Constant, gibes at Faust, while more hide-

bound people consider it an example of the so-called "frantic"

school of poetry. Only independent minds—Nodier, the younger

Ampere, Ouinet—were frankly favorable. The public bluntly turns

its back on all metaphysical suggestions and responds to the more

obvious appeal of the diabolical Mephisto or the angelic Margaret.

Striking lithographs of the devil are executed by the masterly

Delacroix and by the talented Tony Johannot. While Gerard de

Nerval translates the work in a way to make it "le Fa^ust des

poetes,'' the theaters of the boulevards melodramatize and de-

naturalize the original, with particular attention to the role of

Mephistopheles. Berlioz begins his musical versions, which accen-

tuate the fantastic and the sinister. On the other hand, the "sorrow-
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ful charm of Gretchen" appeals to all. For poets and artists she

becomes the type of blond and candid Teutonic ingenues. Thus

Musset and Gautier sing of her ; thus Ary Scheffer and others de-

pict her at the spinning-wheel or leaving the church. When Gret-

chen was turned into Marguerite, she acquired a halo that was

practically an article de Paris—and this in spite of certain realistic

protests by Stendhal and Dumas fils.

It was too soon for most people to penetrate into the deeper

meaning of the poem. The mystical Quinet, in his Ahasverus,

adapts an old legend in the Goethean manner, and there are nu-

merous resemblances between the two treatments. George Sand

contains certain reminiscences of Goethe, while generally the fever-

ish or Titanic desires of Faust awaken responsive echoes among

the poets. That much in the way X)f ideas they can understand

and sympathize with. The more symbolic and abstruse values must

wait for another generation.

Somewhat the same limitations apply to the French romanti-

cists' appreciation of Goethe as lyric poet, with this difference

—

that they were ready to meet him not only on sentimental but also

on supernatural ground. The way had been well paved for the re-

ception of the Northern Mystic. Consequently, a considerable vogue

is attained by the Erlkoniq above all, as well as by The Bride of

Corinth and by The God and the Bayadere. Translations or imita-

tions of these are fairly numerous and are often well done. By
the side of such Balladen und Rommizen, a few Lieder are equal-

ly honored—especially the King of Thiile, plucked from Faust as

the song of Mignon was plucked from Wilhchn Meister. Operatic

themes are also found in the above. The Erlkonig becomes almost

a symbol because together with Biirger's Lenore and others it typi-

fies for French imitators the wild ride, the chevanchce amid super-

natural elements. Hugo's Maseppa would be a case in point. Fan-

tastic or picturesque inspirations were thus culled by the romanti-

cists from Goethe's verse ; but of his heights and depths as a lyrist

they knew little or nothing.

While the French comprehension of Goethe around 1830 was

not usually profound and was connected with the more obvious

features of his work, his renown had gradually attained almost ma-

jestic proportions. His name was too intimately linked with the

romantic battle in France not to receive numerous plaudits, how-
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ever misdirected. The visitors to Weimar, notably Ampere and

Saint-A-Iarc Girardin, had brought back material for an extensive

pedestal. Apostrophized and venerated while still living^, Goethe

in his death evoked numerous tributes—an ode by Barbier, a special

representation of Mcphistophclcs, a chorus of praise from the press.

He is termed "King: of poets," the great figure of his age as Vol-

taire was before him. "Since the death of Goethe," said Hugo,

"German thought has retreated into the shadow." The esteem of

Deschamps, of Gautier and Delacroix, together with that of a dozen

others, shows how Goethe malgrc lui was placed in the vanguard

of the romantic movement. It is only when this partisan view has

faded out that his productions, especially the dramas mentioned

above, come to be more adequately and truly rated. In the mean-

time, let us glance at the influence of his fiction, subsequent to

Werther, in French opinion and practice.

Save for the figure and the song of Mignon, Wilhehn Meisters

Lehrjahre was for long little appreciated in France. The book was

considered too lengthy and deficient both in plot and character in-

terest. But Mignon herself led to the fabrication of other such

heroines, notably the Esmeralda of Hugo. "Kennst du das Land"

was translated many times, was often recalled by French poets,

and received its best-known form in the opera of Mignon by Am-
broise Thomas (1866). This success scarcely profited Wilhelm

Master as a whole. George Sand, to be sure, in ConsiMlo, and

Gautier, in Le Capitaine Fracasse, offer analogies which in some

respects seem to be imitations of the German tale.

Neither was Elective Affinities a general success. The fact that

Stendhal was almost its only admirer in the romantic era is sig-

nificant ; for Stendhal represents an analytical approach the habit

of which had to become more widely spread before the novel could

at all win its way. So later in the century we find Dumas fUs,

Edouard Rod, and especially Paul Bourget lending their ears to

the psychological or scientific features of the Wahlverzvandschaften.

We cannot here go adequately into the effects on French thought

of Goethe's science and his philosophy. Suffice it to say, with re-

gard to the former, that Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire admired the Meta-

morphosis of Plants, which he introduced to the French Academy.

The two men had similar views about the "synthetic" treatment

of Nature, which consists, according to both, of one original sub-
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stance; it is interesting^ to note that Balzac, in the Avant-Propos

de la Comedie humaine, groups together as exponents of this the-

ory the names of Goethe and of Saint-Hilaire.

Without the prestige of Goethe, says one critic, German meta-

physical ideas would never have taken hold in France. How
firmly and deeply they took hold is still a question. Victor Cousin

and other romantic idealists, full of admiration for Goethe's pan-

theistic monism, yet did not realize its full implications ; they were

reaching up to heaven through the Erhabner Geist of Faust, while

its author remained essentially more akin to the Earth-Spirit. In

the second half of the century, thinkers like Montegut, professional

philosophers like Caro and Delerot, attempt closer interpretations.

Two famous critical historians. Renan and Taine, were consider-

ably indebted to Goethe's thought. The former admired in him a

peculiar combination of poetry and wisdom; the latter, his unitary

conception of the material universe. In both, a trend towards re-

cognizing a divine immanence within the scheme of things has been

ascribed, in part, to the effect of Goethe's pantheism.

A little while ago, we parted from Faust making its slow ,way
down the century. In 1859, Gounod's opera gave definite con-

secration, so to speak, to the average French conception of the

theme, which always emphasized the sentimental or the diabolical

elements. In the meantime the Second Part had appeared and had

been variously translated. Evidently the reception of this Part

will link with the reception accorded to the Goethean philosophy

as abo've outlined. It was between 1860 and 1870 that the most

serious French attempt was made to reach the "arcana" of Faust

as a whole. Again, literary men are less favorable and less pene-

trating than the professional philosophers and thinkers. A cer-

tain elite discards the operatic and other trappings and presses

home to the heart of the matter: "Ein guter Mensch, in seinem

dunklen Drange...." And even so, each interpreter is inclined to

inject into the play a dunkler Drang of his own. Thus Amiel, with

his anguished strivings ; thus Scherer, with his ethical dualism. The

decade as a whole may overemphasize the pantheistic rather than

the social bearings of Faust. Yet Taine and A'ictor de Laprade, in

different ways, certainly apprehend depths within depths.

I must pass over the Parnassian movement in verse with the

remark that the works most appreciated by these classically minded
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poets were the Iphigenie, Hermann and Dorothea, and especially

the Bride of Corinth, which was imitated both by Leconte de Lisle

and Anatole France.

x'Vbout the same period, when scholarly processes were taking

a slow hold, the personality of Goethe came to be better known.

For after the apotheosis of the romantic era, there had been a

slump in his reputation. He had been reproached with indiffer-

ence to moral and social issues and with an Olympian detachment

from humanity. But when documents bearing on his turbulent

youth were published and particularly when the many-sidedness

of his active interests was disclosed, a very different Goethe stands

revealed. Men like Sainte-Bteuve and Flaubert express their ad-

miring amazement. "There i s a man!" exclaimed the latter, just

as Napoleon had exclaimed before him. And in spite of some dis-

sidents, the Goethe of Dichtung und Wahrheit, the Goethe re-

corded by Eckermann dawns upon the French as an ardent soul,

an apostle of a well-nigh universal culture and discipline. It

is a pity that this more comprehensive vision was soon to be

darkened by war-clouds.

With some exceptions among the erudite, Goethe suffered a

partial eclipse in France during the decade following the Franco-

Prussian war. He was viewed as a Man of Iron, too much of a

compatriot of Bismarck. But around 1880, there was a revival of

his renown and influence; and for fifteen years the new genera-

tion of Nietzschean individualists frequently invoked the shade of

Goethe to support their own cuJte du moi. Bourget and Bourget's

heroes make of him the perfectly developed type of the Olympian

superman. Maurice Barres, in his earlier work, sets up a Goethe

after his own image, absorbed in refining his inner sensations.

These egoists, says Baldensperger, lose sight of the fact that the

mature Goethe knew the value of abnegation, that he was at least

as much occupied with Entsagung as with Entivlckehing. Besides

this group, we find Daudet enthusiastically steeping himself in the

Conversations with Eckermann ; and Anatole France characteris-

tically declaring that each reader interprets Faust according to

his own prepossessions—a remark which applies perfectly well to

Barres and his ilk. And it would seem to apply more widely, if we
consider the vicissitudes of Goethe's fame in France and the fact

that even at one and the same epoch he was the subject of quite
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contradictory judgments. Furthermore, statue and pedestal, he was

repainted, in the Byzantine manner and very differently, by the

romanticists, the moralists, the Parnassians and the egotists. Each

nineteenth-century school turned him into a temporal if not a local

deity. This could be done ccram populo, for after all the knowledge

of Goethe filtered down to the public mostly through intermediaries.

The populace was more attached to the spectacular Gounod than

to the clovdy vapors arising from the original laboratory of Faust.

It has been said that Goethe appealed less to the crowds at the con-

cert-hall than to the adepts at chamber-music. And in contemporary

France it seems that he still affects chiefly the elite, though it is an

increasing elite.

We can touch only a few high points in the Goethe-wave of

the twentieth century. Barres continues his cult, now considerably

broadened, and palpably imitates Hermann and Dorothea in his

Colette Baudoche. The labyrinthine work of Proust contains va-

rious references to Goethe, viewed primarily as artist, while Gide

rather emphasizes the humanist. Rolland, like Rod before him,

has certain moralistic strictures regarding the poet's egotism. A
philologist, like Michel Breal, finds his favorite reading in Goethe

and has left some penetrating judgments just published in a recent

number of the Revue de Litterature Comparee.

In this same number—which is consecrated to Goethe—we dis-

cover some interesting data suggesting his present status in France.

While just after the Great War, as after 1870, the vogue decreased,

once more the pendulum swings upward and now indicates a max-

imum of interest in Goethe, the "good European," during this

centennial period. It is of course to be expected that there should

appear many Goethe-studies, popular, biographical, or scholarly.

It is also natural that the "lessons" of his life should at present

be most in evidence. I refer less to these productions than to the

results of a curious experiment undertaken by Professor Hazard.

Taking at random ten books that lay on the reviewer's table,

books of essays or biography dealing primarily with French authors,

Professor Hazard examined them to see what traces of Goethe

he could fi^nd. Of the ten, no less than eight at least mentioned

Goethe and several dwelt upon him particularly. Apparently, the

diverse authors could not satisfactorily portray Balzac, or Huys-

mans, or Proust, without bringing the great German somehow into
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the picture. Surely this is symptomatic of more than a passing

interest : it is a full recognition in France of Goethe's eminent and

enduring place in modern world-literature. These authors discuss

him from many angles ; they call him the "greatest representative

of the, German spirit," or "the supreme critic of all time"—a rank

which Sainte-Beuve himself generously conferred upon Goethe. He

is now admired chiefly, concludes Professor Hazard, for his sense

of order and the sane equilibrium of his marvellous mind. With

regard to that mind, the final word may be left to the subtle pen of

Anatole France. In his Opinions sociales, France is contemplating

the end of the world and the extinction of the race. In the grad-

ual disappearance of mankind, will its last representatives stand

at a peak of development? Anatole shakes his head and declares:

"There is a very small chance that the last man of all will be as in-

telligent as Goethe was."
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GOETHE AND PRESENT-DAY GERMAN WRITERS
BY ALBERT W. ARON
University of Illinois

THE adoption of the German Constitution, in 1919, by the con-

stitutional assembly convoked at Weimar was a gesture de-

noting that that meeting in Weimar should be a symbol, that the

new Germany should attempt to establish contact with the glorious

past of Germany, with the world of Wieland, Herder, Schiller,

Alexander and Wilhelm von Humboldt, Fichte and Schelling, and

above all Goethe. In a celebration of the centennial of Goethe's

death it has seemed worthwhile to examine in a limited field whether

this symbolical meeting of the constitutional assembly in Weimar

was a mere gesture, or whether the spirit of Weimar, the spirit of

Goethe, is actually a potent force in the Germany of today. I have

chosen to investigate what role Goethe is playing in the thought

of present-day German writers. And I am not thinking in the first

place, or at least not exclusively, of Goethe merely as the literary

artist in the narrower sense, but of the greater Goethe, the literary

artist, the thinker, the prophet, the sage, the man whose greatest

W'ork of art may have been his own life.

What does this Goethe, who belongs to the twentieth century in

a higher degree than he does to the eighteenth and nineteenth, sig-

nify to the vital personalities in present-day German literature?

I realize how imponderable are influences and spiritual kin-

ships, such as I speak of ; but we have a great wealth of reasoned

expression on our subject by the leading German writers of today.

In the main I am not quoting from opinions called forth by the

present Centennial, since these might be considered conventional

and of no inner significance.

I shall limit myself to a consideration of a half-dozen of the

outstanding authors, whose fame has spread beyond the boundaries

of Germany. All are well known in America through translations.

They represent movements in German literature as diverse as possi-

ble. In this very diversity lies much of the significance of the

Goethean appeal.

These writers are Hugo von Hofmannsthal (the only one of the

group no longer living), Hermann Hesse, Thomas Mann, Jakob
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Wassermann, Ricarda Huch, Gerhart Hauptmann. Most of these

writers have eagerly accepted publishers' offers to write introduc-

tions to Goethe's works ;i the one who has not done so, Ricarda

Huch, has written a complete work on Goethe's thought.

When we speak of Hugo von Hofmannsthal, we think instinc-

tively first of the friend of Stefan George and Rainer Maria Rilke,

of the movement opposed to the crass materialism of German na-

turalistic literature, of the insistence on "art for art's sake," of

a thin volume of exquisite poems, and of a play, Der Tor und der

Tod, which have been accused by some critics as expressing the de-

cadence of an over-ripe culture. Only in the last decade have we

begun to realize the significance of Hofmannsthal's prose, the prose

of a great interpreter of poetry and life. Most important are those

passages devoted to the interpretation of Goethe.

Two of the works of Goethe which have always been most in-

accessible to the ordinary cultivated reader are Torquato Tasso

and the JVestdstliche Divan. In Unterhaltnng iiber den "Tasso"

von Goethe'^ Hofmannsthal pictures the reaction of four members

of the Viennese aristocracy to Tasso and particularly to the key

figure of the Princess, whose truth they cjuestion. One of those

present later sends to the others an anonymous typewritten charac-

terization of the Princess and of the environment from which she

grew. Why anonymous and typewritten? Because the portrayal

is too chaste, the subject of the portrayal too fragile and sacred to

be made the theme of a later reopened discussion. Hofmannsthal's

re-creation of TasS\o, but particularly of the Princess, is to my
mind easily the most discerning introduction to an understanding of

the Princess that has ever been written. I have called the Princess

the key-figure of the play. In Hofmannsthal's re-creation the re-

action toward Tasso's deed, when he embraces the Princess, now

appears as an organic Goethean reaction. Tasso's action is called

"monstrous" in the play. Critics have seen in this a sign of Goethe's

servility toward court etiquette : Hofmannsthal recognized it as

"monstrous," because Tasso does violence to the reverence due

the personality of the Princess as the human being she is—a truly

Goethean conception.

At the same time it is significant to note the inner kinship be-

IThe most important is the Ullstein edition of Goethe's works in twenty

volumes, Berlin 1923. Referred to in the following notes as Ullstein.

^Gcsammdte Wcrke. Erste Rcihe. Bd. II, 251 ff.
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tween such a figure as the Princess and Hofmannsthal, both of them

products of an aristocratic culture, almost hyper-culture, on the

one hand the rarefied atmosphere surrounding a princess of a

royal house, on the other hand the rarefied atmosphere of the

Viennese world of aestheticism.

Of even greater importance than the UntcrhaUung i'lher den

"Tasso" is Hofmannsthal's six-page introduction to Der Westost-

liche Divan.^ I believe that if I were forced to choose between pre-

serving the mountain of commentary which has piled up around the

Divan and these six pages by Hofmannsthal. I should choose Hof-

mannsthal.

He characterizes briefly the prejudice against the JVestostliche

Divan, namely, that Goethe, aging and with cooling emotions,

whimsically turns his back on his own world and seeks a strange

world, at the same time draping over himself the oriental cos-

tume like a mask ; thus arose this book in which everything is

strange and bizarre, even the title.

With this conventional conception Hofmannsthal takes issue

;

there is no masking in the Divan; on the contrary, unmasking, with-

out reserve. But it is one thing, if a youth passionately bares his

heart, it is another when a mature man (here Goethe), living and

loving, discloses himself completely to those, who are capable of

comprehending him.

Why do not more readers comprehend Goethe in the Divan

f

Because "this book is completely spirit" and this means that it will

not be widely understood. It "is a Bible," says Plofmannsthal, one

of those books, which are unfathomable, because they partake of

the true essence of being. But to share this inner existence there

is necessary an exalted inner condition. In our age, however, nothing

is rarer than this exaltation of spirit, or even the desire for this

exaltation. The misunderstanding concerning the Divan, the pre-

judice against it, will yield in time, because that which is excel-

lent may bide its time ; it remains ever alive in itself. The West-

ostliche Divan is of all of Goethe's works closest to the heart of

life. In all the vast amount of Goethe criticism we do not find any

appreciation of the mature poet Goethe as we do in these pages of

Hofmannsthal.

As in the case of Tasso's Princess and Hofmannsthal, we may

SIbid., Bd. Ill, 24 ^. Also in Ullstein, IV.
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point here to the kinship between this mature work and the ma-

ture personality of Hofmannsthal.

In 1929 there was published after Hofmannsthal's death the

second edition of his Buck der Freunde,^ a collection of aphorisms

chosen from the world's literature or original with Hofmannsthal.

There is scarcely a page without some mention of Goethe. I con-

clude with several aphorisms of Hofmannsthal : "Goethe kann als

Grundlage der Bildung eine ganze Kultur ersetzen."^ (As the

basis of education Goethe may take the place of the whole cultural

structure) ; or:

"Wir haben keine neuere Literatur. Wir haben Goethe und An-

satze."^ (We have no modern literature. We have Goethe and

mere beginnings.)

or:

"Von Goethes Spriichen in Prosa geht heute vielleicht mehr Lehr-

kraft aus als von samtlichen deutschen Universitaten."" (It may
be that Goethe's prose maxinxs exert a greater educational influ-

ence today than do all the German universities.)

or finally

:

"Goethe ist nicht der Quell von diesem und jenem in unserer

neueren Literatur, sondern er ist ein Bergmassiv und das Quell-

gebiet von all und jedem in ihr."^ (Goethe is not the source of

this or that in our newer literature ; but he is a mighty mountain

and is the well-spring of all newer literature.)

I turn now to a writer who is as far removed as can be from

the Viennese aesthete, Hbfmannsthal, to the Swabian Hermann

Hesse. He is known in America through translations of his novels

Demian and more recently the Steppcmvolf. Although Hesse wrote

idyllic novels in the earlier part of his life, he has always striven

to create novels which reflect a significant Weltanschauung. Such

a competent critic as Oskar Walzel has mentioned his early novel

Peter Ccimenzind in the same breath with Goethe's Wilhelm Meiste'ti

and Keller's Grime Heinrich. In his later novels after the WorliJ-

War he has turned against his earlier works as merely idyllic. Hik

reverence for personality as in Der Steppejiwolf and in his newest'

4Inselverlag, Leipzig.

5 P. 75.

6P. 75.

TP. 87.

SP. 93.
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novel, Narsiss mid Goldnuind, his passionate interest in the de-

velopment of individuals and mankind, and his ability to reflect

in these novels his Weltanschauung may be called almost Goethean.

How will such a writer react to the phenomenon Goethe ? Among
other things, Hesse has written the introduction to Willielm

Meisters Lehrjahrc.^ Hesse demands the same kind of criticism

for Wilhchn Mcistcr which is accorded Faust. No one thinks today

of measuring Faust with the yard-stick of the conventional drama.

In like manner JViUichu Mcister must not be judged by the con-

ventional rules of the novel, because it is far more than the con-

ventional novel. It transcends it in breadth of compass and in the

mature greatness of its humanity. No novel has ever set itself such

a gigantic goal as Goethe did in the WiUiclm Mcistcr.

For the person who is capable, imaginatively and emotionally,

of putting himself in Wilhelm Meister's place, of loving with him,

of erring with him, of sharing his faith in humanity, of cherishing

a thankful spirit, and reverence and justice, for him this novel is

no longer a book, but a world of beauty and hope, a document of

noble humanity and a pledge of the value and continuity of spirit-

ual culture.

Hesse has always deprecated the modern mechanical concep-

tion of life and its mechanized pursuit. Man must have some kind

of religion. In the Wilhelm Meister, Hesse believes, a religion is

to be found for all those, who are no longer able to profess an

inherited creed, and who nevertheless cannot endure the anxious soli-

tude of a soul without faith. In JVilhclm Meister no god is set up :

no god is overturned. Neither Hellenism nor Christianity are de-

manded, but solely faith in the dignity of man, and in his beautiful

destiny, which is : to practise love and to be active.

The modern world, says Hesse, has paid more attention to the

descent of man than to his destiny. It has dethroned humanity.

But every blossoming period of culture must be founded on the

recognition of human dignity, on an ideal conception of human
nature. Signs are not lacking that Goethe is being looked to more

and more as a source of strength and comfort. And, concludes Hesse,

Goethe must not be allowed to signify the farewell greeting of a

sunken epoch, but the invitation to an epoch which is to come.

,May I draw an interesting parallel? Just as Hesse points out

QUUstcin, XL
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that men are finding strength and comfort in Goethe, so the great

ItaHan writer, Benedetto Croce, tells us that the outbreak of the

World War made him despair of the preservation of European

culture. In his despair he turned to Goethe and re-read Goethe.

The fruit of this activity was his excellent book on Goethe.

We turn now to the greatest living German novelist, Thomas

Mann. The winner of the Nobel prize for literature, the author of

the Buddcnhrooks, of the Magic Mountain, concerning whom
Joseph Wood Krutch wrote that he begins where Galsworthy leaves

off, needs no further introduction. Thomas Mann consciously re-

presents the middle-class viewpoint, though without the' political and

social connotation which we usually attach to the word bourgeois.

What is the attitude of this most bourgeois of present-day German

writers to Goethe?

In a significant utterance concerning his conception of the na-

ture of a middle-class society he characterizes it as including world-

citizenship, world-equilibrium, world-conscience and consciousness,

and above all the idea of humanity. And whom does this most

bourgeois of writers quote as his authority? Goethe. This pas-

sage is contained in his address on the occasion of the 700th an-

niversary of the founding of his native city of Liibeck.io

His collected essays and shorter articles are prefaced by a

quotation from Goethe. ^^ In an introduction to the Wahlverzvand-

schaften, Mann pays tribute to the ideal technique of this novel to ex-

press a highly ideal content.^- Mann's attitude toward Goethe

might be shown by scores of similar bits of evidence. But in addition

he has given us most direct testimony in his long essay (140 pages)

on "Goethe und Tolstoi."^^ The significance of this Goethe-Tolstoi

essay for our knowledge of Mann's reaction to Goethe is patent,

Mann is especially interested in the essentially Goethean synthesis

of the natural scientific interpretation of phenomena and the human-

istic approach. Schiller's conception of humanity was at bottom

hostile to Goethe's biological insight into the nature of evolution.

But this is the striking characteristic of Goethe: his biological in-

'^^Liiheck als geistige Lebensform. Otto Quitzow, Liibeck, 1926. P. 53.

i'^Redc und Antunrt. Gesammelte Abhandlungen und kleine Aufsdtse.

S. Fischer, Berlin, 1922.

l2Cf. A. Eloesser: Thomas Mann. S. Fischer, BerHn, 1925.

I31n Bemuhungen. Neue Folge der Gesammelten Abhandlungen und
kleinen Aufsdtze. S. Fischer, Berlin, 1925.
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terest is not separated from his human interest, the interest in the

human being and his beauty, and in art ; in the last analysis all mani-

festations of the faculties of investigation, knowledge, and ability,

appear as graduations of the one great concern of Goethe, the in-

terest in the human being. i-*

No one of present-day German writers shows in a higher de-

gree this preoccupation with the point of view of the natural

sciences and medicine than does Thomas Mann, as may be seen es-

pecially in Magic Mountain. Therefore, Mann's reaction in this re-

lated characteristic of Goethe is particularly significant, but even

more so is the fact that for Mann as for Goethe, the end of all this

is the glory of man.

Mann sums up his artistic creed: "x\rt. . . .is only one humanis-

tic discipline among others; all of them, philosophy, jurisprudence,

medicine, law (he quotes the opening words of Faust), as also

the natural sciences and technology, are only gradations and varie-

ties of one and the same high and interesting concern, which we
can never conceive of as sufficiently complex—it is man ; and the

human form is the epitome of all : it is, to speak with Goethe

"the non plus ultra of all human knowledge and action," it is the

"Alpha and Omega of all things known to us.''^^

I must let these few references suffice, but they are merely sug-

gestive of Thomas Mann's sympathetic understanding of Goethe;

they give but a faint idea of how, page for page, Thomas Mann
grapples with the problems which confront mankind today and

which will confront it tomorrow. And he does sO' in the words

and in the spirit of Goethe, as he comprehends him,

Mann is not blindly optimistic. In concluding his essay on

"Goethe und Tolstoi" he says : "But we know well, that no one can

decide, which of the two exalted types has been called to contrib-

ute the most to the best-loved image of perfect humanity."

For us there is no doubt in which direction Mann's hopes point.

It was stated at the beginning of this paper that the half-dozen

writers treated in this paper should represent the greatest possible

diversity. I turn now to Jakob Wassermann, who is perhaps the

most widely read novelist in Germany after Thomas Mann. Like

Mann he has furnished America with a "best-seller." He is best

I41bid., p. 109.

isibid., p. 113.
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known in America through the translations of Christian Wahn-

schaffe (The JVorld's Illusion), Das Gansemiinnchen (The Goose

Man), Ulrike WoytlcJi (Gold), though this does not exhaust the

Hst of translations of his works.

I have pointed out on another occasion i" how Wassermann
anticipated the social and spiritual program of Expressionism, and

how, without belonging to the narrow literary school of those styl-

ing' themselves Expressionists, he has been the only one who has

approached the goal of the Expressionists in his novels. Today,

when the school is dead, his novels still exhibit those Expression-

istic features, which showed and still show a promise of life.

We have seen the intimacy of the spiritual association of Thomas
Mann with Goethe. What shall we discover in the almost diametri-

cally opposed Jakob Wassermann? We find a depth of under-

standing that yields in no way to that of Thomas Mann. While

Mann's understanding of Goethe is primarily concerned with ideas

and the great personality of Goethe, Wassermann, on the one hand,

does homage to the marvelous narrative technique of the literary

artist Goethe, on the other, to the colossus Goethe in his significance

for the thought of the world.

As to Wassermann's homage to the narrative artistry of Goethe,

he has written a treatise on the art of narration, "Die Kunst der

Erzahlung,"!" which seems to me one of the most competent treat-

ments of this difficult subject. In. the conversation between the

young and the old writer, the experienced writer reads from IVil-

helin Meister the story of the conflagration as a model of how one.

may fuse the picturing of a situation with the epic flow of action.

He points out how a poet like Goethe will tell such an occurrence

to better effect in ten lines than a naturalist like Zola in fifty pages.

In the case of the naturalist, detail presses on detail. The flood

of details destroys the picture and deluges the imagination.

May I remind you that Wassermann is opposed to the tech-

nique and to the Weltanschauung of the naturalists and impres-

sionists, that he has, in his technique and in his Weltanschauung

that which is vital in Expressionism. In his criticism as in that

of the writers we have already treated, we see the meaning of

1(3"A Key to Jakob Wasserman." Germanic Review, III, 46 ff.

'^"'Imasiniire Briicken. Studien und Aufsdtce. Kurt Wolff, Miinchen,

1921. p. 151 ff.
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Anatole France's definition of real criticism as "the reaction of

sensitive souls in the presence of masterpieces."

In his introdrction to the JVahlverwandscliaftcn'^^ he reaffirms

the high opinion he has expressed in connection with IVilhelm

Meisfcr. He says: "All these (excellent) effects, judging them

from the technical standpoint of the novelist, are founded on an

admirable simplicity and economy of means. All that we are ac-

customed to call detail, the descriptive word, the characterization

of voices, of mien, of looks, all that appears in our modern works

in such confusing fullness and over-fullness and darkens the vision,

even where there is vision, all this (in the case of Wahlvcrivand-

schaften) is limited to that which is irreducibly necessary."

In a discussion of Goethe's Novelle, Wassermann draws a dia-

gram of various kinds of narrative art. He makes Goethe's nar-

rative art the focus. The naturalistic novel he locates somewhere

on the periphery as the lowest form.^^

Before leaving the discussion of Wassermann's high critical es-

timate of Goethe's art, I should like to draw attention to his

opinion of Goethe's success in delineating Ottilie in the IVahl-

verzvandschaften. She has, says Wassermann, scarcely an equal in

the field of modern literature ; in classical literature only an An-

tigone or an Iphigenia is of comparable perfection.-*^

We turn now to Wassermann's attitude toward the personality

of Goethe. It sounds directly like an echo of Goethe, when the

young writer in "Die Kunst der Erzahlung" concludes with the

words: "We shall cast out only the one who negates (or denies).

Let us learn to ha,ve piety and reverence."

Andi in his well-known "Rede iiber Humanitat''-^ his theme is

the Goethean : Humanity is the flower of human existence. The

whole second half of his address is a consideration, an interpreta-

tion of Goethe's "Humanus" in his fragment, Die Geheimnisse.

Wassermann has recently summed up the premises of a genuine

Goethe celebration. 22 To celebrate such a universal figure, he

says, would mean that we could make ourselves mutually under-

stood in his language, which is universal. It would mean that we

i»UUstein, X, 257.

I91bid., 261.

20lbid., 254.

21In Lebensdienst. Grethlein, Leipzig-Zurich, 1928, p. 383 ff.

22£)jV literarische Welt, VII, Nr. 38, p. 2 (Sept. 18, 1931).
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recognize reason and humanity as categories of life. It would as-

sume that we have served this overpowering personality or that

we desire to serve it. It would mean divine service in a world which

does not want a god and pretends not to need one. Perhaps the

most fitting service would be silence. Goethe can wait several cen-

turies for proper appreciation. He is not in haste.

Wassermann's dictum that a true Goethe celebration would be

a kind of divine service brings us to our next writer, Ricarda Huch,

who has formulated a modern Weltanschauung and a modern re-

ligion based on a Goethean interpretation of Christianity. (I may
remind you also that Hermann Hesse had found in Wilhelnu

Meister a satisfying religion for the modern man.)

Ricarda Huch is the greatest living woman writer of Germany

;

she is one of the three or four greatest woman writers Germany
has produced. She is the leading neo-romantic novelist, one of

the leading writers of historical fiction, the author of two of the

best books on German romanticism. Of recent years she has

written widely on philosophical and religious themes. She was

awarded the Goethe prize for literature last year. Several of her

historical novels have been translated into English.

The ever-recurring theme of Ricarda Huch's novels, however
depressing they may be in a way, is "O Leben, O Schonheit," "Oh
Life, oh Beauty." They are a conscious echoing of Goethe's beauti-

ful testimony toward the end of Faust:

Ihr gliicklichen Augen,

Was je ihr gesehen,

Es sei, wie es wolle,

Es war doch so schon.

In 1922 after the European debacle at the end of the World
War Ricarda Huch published the enormously important book, Ent-

persdnlichung (Depersonalhation) .--'' This is the book to which I

referred a moment ago when I said that Ricarda Huch has formu-

lated a modern Weltanschauung and a modern religion based on a

Goethean interpretation of Christianity. The book has a motto

by Gottfried Keller: "When the personal figures have departed

from a religion, then its temples fall in ruins, and the rest is

silence."

What is Entpersonlichnng? It is crass materialism. It is the

2.3Inselverlag, Leipzig.
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deification of matter. It is the settinor ^p of a lawful universe, with

laws derived from matter and superimposed on the spirit. It is

the denial ci God, the denial of the creative imagination, of the

"exact" imagination, as Goethe called it, which includes reason,

but is greater than it. Just as Oswald Sprengler fears the "Unter-

gang des Abendlandes," Ricarda Huch sees as an actuality an ''Ent-

personlichung" des Abendlandes.

It woidd lead us too far afield to survey the wealth of this

book in detail. But I shall draw attention to a few of the leading

Goethean ideas. Chapter II deals with "The Past as Death." Only

that is dead which is finished and is not in the process of becoming.

Chapter III treats of the natnre of evil. Goethe is quoted: "Denn
ich bin cin Mensch gewesen, und das heisst ein Kampfer sein."

To be a fighter is to develop in the common struggle of mankind.

To be evil is to grow rigid through non-participation in the strug-

gle of developing mankind. Throughout we hear Goethe's creed of

activity. I remind you of the first words of the Homunculus: "I

exist, therefore I must act." Chapter IV is entitled: "Religion as

the Striving of Sinful Man for Personal Perfection" and again

Goethe is quoted: "Perfection is the measure of heaven, to strive

for perfection, the measure of man." Extremely interesting is Ri-

carda Huch's antithesis of "Deism" and "das Damonische," the

"daemonic." It goes without saying that the detailed interpreta-

tion of "das Damonische" is based entirely on Goethe's utterances.

Ricarda Huch divides the history of the German Protestant

church into two stages, up to the time of Goethe, and the time since

Goethe.

She declares that Goethe had already opposed the modern ma-

terialistic Weltanschauung as it took form in the French Revolution.

Later in the book she relates what a deep impression it had

made on her when she discovered that Goethe had divined the same

things which she is undertaking to express. She takes the Protes-

tants to task for calling Goethe a pagan ; he is the true Christian.

(One recalls that Goethe himself said on one occasion that he was

the last Christian.) She points cut that Goethe's "Urphanomene" are

identical with the mysteries of Christianity.

Each of the concluding chapters begins with or contains quota-

tions from Goethe. Just as Christians in the past have taken their

texts from the Bible, the Christian Ricarda Huch takes her texts
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from the Christian Goethe as an interpreter of the Bible for the

modern world. Goethe would have l)een surprised at some of

the theological implications which Ricarda Huch finds in his work,

but upon the whole, she holds closely to his central ideas.

I do not know how well I have succeeded in making you com-

prehend Ricarda Huch's religious views, but I have no doubt that

you have realized what Goethe means to this greatest of present-

day woman writers.

Our sixth and last poet, Gerhart Hauptmann, is again differen-

tiated as widely as possible from the first five. He is a dramatist,

a naturalist, a Socialist in origin, motivated by social sympathy.

He is recognized today as the greatest living dramatist ; like Thomas
Mann he is a winner of the Nobel prize. His works are read in all

civilized languages.

Hauptmann has recently spoken over the radio from New York
in commemoration of Goethe, and I may assume that my readers

are cognizant of the sentiments he expressed there. But it is worth

while to point out that these are not merely conventional expres-

sions called forth and colored by a particular occasion, but they

have long been "Leitmotifs" in Hauptmann's thinking.

His friends tell us how for many years the JVestdstliche Divan

was his personal breviary. I draw your attention to this striking

agreement between the naturalist Hauptmann and the neo-romantic

Viennese aesthete Hofmannsthal.

I have been deeply impressed by the surprising agreement of

leading European spirits after the World War in quoting Goethe

to lead their compatriots out of the wilderness. Just as Anatole

France calls to his countrymen, whom he sees standing on the

brink of an abyss to ''remember the beautiful words of the wise

Goethe, to be good Europeans,"-"* so Hauptmann uses Goethean

words to encourage the Germans to put the past behind them and

face the future courageously. He tells them to forget their "Urvater

Hausrat" ("early ancestor's furnishings"). One remembers this

expression from the early part of Faust.

In an address^o given before the students of the University of

Vienna he expresses the belief that the inner kernel of Germany is

sound ; but European militarism has done no service in preserving

24Cf. my study Anatole France and Goethe. U. of JJ^is. Studies in

Lang, and Lit. No. XXII (1925).

2oHans von Hitlsen : Gerhart Haitftinann. Reclam, Leipzig, 1927. P. 173.
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this soundness. During the reign of European militarism there

has stood quiet and unobserved in that sacred room in Weimar,

where Goethe worked and where he died, that dish filled with

earth, which we like to look upon as the symbol of the German

soul. A few days, perhaps a few hours before his death, Goethe

had thoughtfully examined this earth. This mother-earth from
,

which we are come and to which we will return is a symbol of the

rebirth of the German spirit.

Hauptmann's biographer, Schlenther, tells us^^ that when Haupt-

mann made his trip to Greece he experienced Goethe through Greece,

and Greece through the poet of the Iphigcnie and Naiisikaa. In his

book, Griechischer Frilhling, Hauptmann speaks of Goethe again

and again. He realizes that the whole restless activity of the Ma-

gus Goethe has but one end: the creation of the human being, di-

vinely endowed but human. For a long time Hauptmann contem-

plated attempting to complete Goethe's fragment Nmisikaa.

Hauptmann has written several introductions for Goethe's works.

In the general introduction to the Ullstein edition he says that

for Germans Goethe "ist der Dichter an sich," he is the poet.

Hauptmann only hopes that this introduction will not cast a shadow

over the following works of Goethe. It is intended only as a

plain open gate for all those to enter (and the qualification is Goethe-

an) "who have reverence."

In another introduction to a popular edition, the Knauer edition,

he expresses himself essentially as he, did recently in his radio speech.

The future of man depends not on the masses, but on the individ-

ual. Genuine progress of the human race means approach to the

humanity of Goethe. The corner stone for human development is

Goethe. (I remind you of Hofmannsthal's aphorism that Goethe

as the foundation of education may take the place of the whole

cultural structure). Hauptmann's position toward the role of the

individual and humanity is especially interesting in view of his

socialist origin and his former theoretical belief in the masses.

I have promised to limit myself to six authors. One is tempted

to pass some of the others in review, to draw attention to the

statement of the famous Viennese dramatist, Hermann Bahr, the

author of the Concert, that "when Goethe was seeking, he was al-

ways seeking God," or of Ernst Hardt, the author of Tautris der

26Paul Schlenther: Gerhart Hauptmami. S. Fischer, Berlin, 1912.

P. 234.
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Narr, that the IVestostliche Dizmi is the tenth wonder of the world,

or the new estimate of Die natiirliche Tochter as one of the great-

est works of Goethe, of the scene of the supposed death of Eugenie

as perhaps the most dramatic scene Goethe has ever written, or of

the language of Die natiirliche Tochter as the ultimate in artistic

expression in German, and so forth.

But I believe I have told you enough to convince you that the

spirit of Goethe and all that it implies as a humanizing force was

never more alive than it is today in contemporary German writers,

widely different though they may be. Goethe has not become and

will never become a god of the market place. But he is and

will remain a prophet for those who believe the word of the angels

in Faust: "Wer immer strebend sich bemiiht, den konnen wir

erlosen."



GOETHE AND OLDER GERMAN LITERATURE
BY GUSTAVE O. ARLT^

Indiana University

IN March, 1832, only a few days before Goethe's death, Ecker-

mann records the following statement: "As a human being and

as a citizen the poet will love his fatherland ; but the fatherland of

his poetic powers and of his poetic activity is the good, the noble,

the beautiful, which is bound to no particular province and to no

particular country and which he grasps and forms wherever he

finds it. In this respect he is like the eagle that hovers with far-

seeing eye above all lands."

While these words of the poet may be regarded as expressive

in a general way of his views on nationalism and patriotism, they

are particularly applicable to his attitude on older German litera-

ture. In a period when his contemporaries were prostrating them-

selves in undiscriminating worship before the shrine of ancestral

literature, Goethe remained cooly aloof from the popular cult.

German or Italian, French or English, he regarded with unclouded

judgment and chose with calm deliberation that which suited his

immediate literary needs. Neither Oberlin nor Herder of the Strasz-

burg period, neither von der Hagen nor Biisching of the heyday

of romanticism was able to instill into the poet that unbounded

enthusiasm for Germanic antiquity which inspired each of them.

And yet the charge of utter indifference toward the writings of his

ancestors cannot be brought against Goethe. On the contrary, there

is ample evidence that he was at all times fully aware of contem-

porary research in the older field and that he gave these efforts his

sympathetic support. In reply to a letter from Ereiherr von Stein

in which the latter asked him to become a member of the society

which was to publish the Monmnenta Germaniae he wrote: "Waren

meine dichterischen und sonstigen Arbeiten zwar immer dem nach-

sten und gegenwartigsten Leben gewidmet, so batten sie doch nicht

gedeihen konnen ohne ernsten Hinblick auf die Vorzeit." But

when this same correspondent urged the necessity of systematic

studv of older literature Goethe replied : "Der Straszen und Elusz-

pfade sind unzahlige und jeder geht seine eigenen." The two com-

ments, regarded together, clearly show his view : the study of older

German literature is not to be pursued for its own sake and there
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is no merit inherent in the study as such. Tts sole merit Hes in the

personal contact of the individral with it, in his ability to choose

what is admirable and to make it his own. Or, much more aptly

expressed in the poet's own words : "Was du ererbt von deinen

Vatern hast, erwirb es um es zu besitzen."

Goethe's earliest acquaintance with older German literature un-

doubtedly came in his childhood through the medium of the Volks-

biicli. His comments in Dichtung und Wahrhcit upon "diese schatz-

baren Uberreste der Mittelzeit" give evidence of the impression

which they made upon the mind of the child. With kindly humor

he speaks of the "factory" in Frankfurt in which these books were

issued : "eine Menge Schriften, die zwar in ihrer gegenwartigen

Gestalt nicht vortrefflich genannt werden konnen, deren Inhalt

jedoch uns manches Verdienst voriger Zeiten in einer unschuldi-

gen Weise naher bringt." In the same passage he mentions by name

Eulcnspiegcl, Die vier Haijiionskinder, Die sch'dne Melusine, Kaiser

Oktavian, Die sch'dne Magelone, Fortunatus, and Den ewigen Juden.

Strangelv enough Doktor Faust is not named here. In "Noten und

Abhandlungen"
(
Jubilaums-Ausgabe 5. 270) he minutely describes

Die Rciscn dcs Jchanues von Mantei'illa and in IVerther the Mag-

netic Mountain from Hcrzog Ernst is mentioned. Other Yolks-

biicher which are mentioned elsewhere in Goethe's works are Das

J^olksbucJi von Wagner, Tristan und Isolde and Die Reisen der

Sohne Giaffers. His comments on them are so vague, however, and

in part so inaccurate that it is doubtful whether his acquaintance

with them was more intimate than merely by name.

Die z'ier Hainionskinder played a particularly important role in

Goethe's vouth. He introduced it as ritual to the "Rittertafel" of

wliich he became a member in the Gasthof zum Kronprinzen in

Wetzlar. Passages from this book were read as ceremonial in this

strange fraternity which Goethe regarded as "fabelhaftes Fratzen-

spiel" but which other members took seriously as a sort of masonic

lodge. In his own home names from this J^olksbuch were affection-

ately applied to members of his family. As late as 1775 at the oc-

casion of the visit of the Counts von Stolberg in Frankfurt, his

mother is called Fran Aja after the mother of the Haimonskinder.

For fifty vears before Goethe's time Straszburg had been one

of the centers of Germanistic studies. Here Johannes Schilter and

Johann Georg Scherz had pursued their work and had sown seeds
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that were bearing fruit when the young Goethe arrived at the uni-

versity. At the time J. J. Oberlin was at the peak of his fame and

was engaged in editing for pubhcation the monumental work of

his predecessor Scherz, the Glossarmm Germanicum inedii aevi.

Goethe himself tells us of the efforts of Oberlin and his colleague

Koch to interest the young student in older German literature. But

they were unsuccessful ; at the time Goethe was so engrossed in his

Shakesperian studies that he took no interest in their work. And
yet, characteristic of the thoroughly practical manner in which

Goethe always found and took what he needed, he was at this very

time engaged in the study of Hans Sachs and of the source material

for Faust and Cots. Before he went to Straszburg he had already

become familiar with the Lchensheschreihimg Herrn Gotzens von

Berlichingen zuhenannt mit der eisernen Hand, either in the edition

by Franck von Steigerwald (Niirnberg 1731) or by Friedrich von

Pistorius (Niirnberg 1737). At Straszburg his juristic studies,

particularly in Putter's Deutsche Reichshistorie and Moser's treat-

ise Uber das Faustrecht lent a new fascination to the Gotz biogra-

phy. It is quite evident, however, that even in this formative period

of his literary life his interest and sympathy lay with Gotz as an

individual and not with the time in which he lived, a time which

he later described as "einen Wust von Rittertum and Pfafferei ; aris-

tokratische Anarchie, von Teufels-und Hexenwahn, von finsterem

Aberglauben erf iillt ; in furchtbaren und grausamen Gottesurteilen

schwelgend." While it is true that this conviction grew in him with

age, there is no reason to believe that even the young writer of

Gota cherished a great degree of admiration for the Middle Ages.

It was a very real a^ffinity of character which drew the young

Goethe to Hans Sachs and caused him to remain true to his af-

fection for the old Meistersinger throughout his entire life. In

Hans Sachs he found the ideal of "biirgerliche Dichtkunst'' which

he himself constantly strove to perpetuate. He explains in Dich-

tnng und Wahrheit : "Hans Sachs, der wirklich meisterliche Dichter

lag uns am nachsten. Fin wahres Talent, freilich nicht wie jene

Ritter und Hofmanner, sondern ein schlichter Burger, wie wir

uns auch zu sein riihmten. Fin didaktischer Realism sagte uns zu,

und wir benutzten den leichten Rhythmus, den sich willig anbieten-

den Reim, bei manchen Gelegenheiten." Goethe drew freely upon

Hans Sachs' wealth of material, upon the picturesqueness of his
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language, upon his easy command of rhyme and rhythm. Pater

Brey, Das JaJinnarktsfest an Plnndcrszceilcii, Satyros, the rhymed

couplets in Urfaiist, the character of Martha in Faust I, the Kaiser-

pfalz in Faust II , the entire concept of Ahasver in Der Ezvige Jude,

the Knittelvers, wherever it appears,—all these hear evidence of ths

influence of Hans Sachs upon Goethe. The poet's admiration of

the old master is best summarized in the closing lines of Ha'is

Sachseiis pocfische Sendnng

:

Den Eichkranz, ewig jung belaubt,

Den setzt die Nachwelt ihm aufs Haupt,

In Froschpfuhl all das A'olk verbannt.

Das seinen Meister je verkannt.

It was Goethe who converted Wieland to an understanding of

Hans Sachs and an appreciation of the popular humorous litera-

ture of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. It was he who in-

duced Wieland to print Hans Sachs' St. Peter init der Geisa in the

Tcntscher Merkiir in 1776 and urged him to publish portraits and

biographical sketches of the Meistersinger, of Sebastian Brant,

Geiler von Kaisersberg, and others of their contemporaries. In

fact the restoration of Hans Sachs to deserved public favor is due

for the most part to Goethe's work. It is true, of course, that

Salomon Ranisch, Abraham Gotthelf Kastner, and others had re-

peatedly called attention to Hans Sachs and his works between

1765 and 1770, but it required Goethe's energy and influence to

accomplish his rehabilitation.

Goethe's acquaintance with Geiler von Kaisersberg dates back to

Frankfurt and it is likely that through his sermons on the Narren-

schiff he was led to Sebastian Brant. In Book VI of Dichtimg nnd

JJ'ahrheit Goethe speaks appreciatively of Geiler and praises par-

ticularly his "kernige und volksmaszige Sprache." He admits his

indebtedness to the great Straszburg preacher whose terse and

trenchant style, he says, had a beneficial influence upon his own.

Evidently, however, Goethe's admiration of Geiler did not extend

beyond his language. In the discussion of Georg Daniel Arnold's

play Pfingstmontag (1816) Goethe writes in Kunst und Altertum:

"Sebastian Brant und Geiler von Kaisersberg sind ihren Ruhni

und Ruf doch nur einer heftigen, alles miszbilligenden, beschrank-

ten Denkart und einer schonungslosen Darstellungsweise schuldig.

Jene hochgelehrten Doktoren lastern die mitlebende Welt. Einem
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jeden armen Menschen wird seine Individualitat, aus der er nicht

heratiskann, sein beschrankter Znstand aufgemutzt, seine Liebha-

berei, die ihn einzig gliicklich macht, verleidet und verkiinimert."

It is only natural that the tolerant and broadminded Goethe should

find that he has very little in common with these martinets whose

chief purpose in life was to supervise the lives of others.

By the same token, the tclerance and broadmindedness of Mar-

tin Luther commanded Goethe's respect. As early as 1773 he wrote:

"Luther arbeitete, uns von der geistlichen Knechtschaft zu befreien.''

And as late as the eleventh of March 1832 he said to Eckermann

:

"Wir wissen garnicht, was wir Luthern und der Reformation im

allgemeinen alles zu danken haben. Wir sind frei geworden von

den Fesseln geistiger Rorniertheit, wir sind infolge unserer wachs-

enden Kultur fahig geworden, zur Quelle zuriickzukehren." The

references to Luther in Goethe's works are far too numerous to

recount. Without exception they are of the same tenor : admir-

ation and appreciation of the man who had the courage and the

inspiration to break the shackles of tradition and to reestablish the

right of independent thought and of free speech. Beyond that there

is not the slightest spiritual affinity between the two. Goethe, in

his joyous, almost pagan self-sufficiency has no understanding for

the deeper religious significance of the great reformer. On this

point Goethe expressed himself to Riemer in 1817 (Mitteilimgcn

i'lher Goethe) in words that are almost humorous in their lack of

understanding: "Unter uns gesagt ist an der ganzen Sache nichts

interessant als Luthers Charakter und auch das Einzige, was der

Menge imponiert. Alles iibrige ist ein verworrener Handel, wie

er uns noch taglich zur Last fallt."

In the early Weimar period, both before and after the Italian

journey, there is little evidence that Goethe took any interest in

older German literature. The one product of this period whose ul-

timate source lies there is Reineke FitcJis. Goethe had long been

familiar with Gottsched's prose translation ( 1752) of the Low Ger-

man Rciiike de J^os. His earliest mention of it is in 1765 in a letter

to his sister Cornelia. In the following years there are repeated re-

ferences, both direct and indirect to Reiiihe. There can be little

doubt, for example, that the imagery in "Lilis Park" was suggested

by the poem. In 1782 he read Gottsched's translation to Herzogin

Anna Amalia. In the following year his interest was further
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aroused by Everdingen's cycle of etchings illustrating the animal

epic. The actual work on the poem was not begun until 1793 and

it finally appeared in 1794. On account of several passages in

Goethe's poem which are not present in Gottsched's translation but

which have parallels in other Low German animal epics, it was
long believed that Goethe had made a thorough study of the sources

of these poems. It has been shown, however (M. Lange, Progr.

Dresden-Neustadt, 1888) that the disputed passages can be traced

to supplemental fragments published by Gottsched in 1757. To
this might be added that Die Historic von Reynacrt de Vos, nach

der Delftcr Ausgabe von 1485, by L. Suhl (Liibeck 1783), seems

to be a much more immediate and likely source. The evolutionary

process of Goethe's epic serves to illustrate the manner in which

the poet assimilated his material over a period of years and made
it entirely his own before utilizing it.

Soon after the year 1800 the movement for the popularization

of older German literature took on quite unprecedented proportions.

It is true, of course, that in the course oif the eighteenth cen-

tury a vast amount of older literature had been made accessible

either by publication of the original or by modernized adaptations.

Prior to 1750 practically the entire corpus of Old High German
literature had already been printed while only a few scattered Mid-

dle High German monuments were published. It remained for

Bodmer and Breitinger to point the way by their publication in

1748 of Prohen der alien schzvdhischen Poesie des dreyzehnten Jahr-

hunderts. Ans der Manessischen Sammlung. This small volume

marks the beginning of popular interest in Middle High German

poetry. In 1754 Pirofessor B. C. B. Wiedeburg published excerpts

from the Jenaer Liederhandschrift and in 1758-59, with the finan-

cial aid of the city of Zijrich, Bodmer and Breitinger published

practically the entire Paris Liederhandschrift under the title Samm-
lung von Minnesingern ans dem schwdhischen Zcitpunkte.

There can be no doubt that the gradual growth in popularity of

the Middle High German lyric had a salutary efifect upon contem-

porary literature. The Anacreontic mode which flourished in the

sixties quickly lost ground and was replaced by poetry which be-

gan to approach the good taste and correctness of the older lyric.

Hagedorn, Biirger, Gleim, and others began to write poems in

frank imitation and even acknowledged their lack of originality in
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the titles of their collections, as Gleim, Gedichte nach den Minne-
singern (1773), and Gedichte nach Walther von der Vogehueide

(1779). Goethe was not only aware of this movement but even

wrote favorable reviews of a collection of Burger's MinneUeder
and of two volumes of Bardeiidichtimgen. Beyond that he showed
no interest at the time in Middle High German poetry.

In 1757 Bodmer published the second part of the Nibelimgenlied

under the title Chriemhilden Rache und die Klage. Aside from a

rather cool review by Friedrich Nicolai in Bibliothek der schonen

IVisscnschaften II (1758), the literary world took no notice of the

publication. Twenty-five years later Christoph Heinrich Miiller,

with the assistance of the aged Bodmer, published his huge Samm-
liing deutscher Gedichte aus dem XII., XIII., und XIV. Jahrhundert

(Berlin 1784-1785). Ironically enough, in spite of Goethe's lack of

interest, and in spite of the mutual antipathy between him and

Bodmer, it was Goethe who helped tO' make Miiller's edition possi-

ble by securing, at Bodmer's request, the manuscript of Heinrich

von Veldeke's Eneit from the library at Gotha.

Up to the end of the eighteenth century an individual's attitude

toward older German literature had been largely a question of per-

sonal taste. After the beginning of the new century national and

racial antiquity became a fetish to the romanticists. Poet and scholar

alike worshipped at its shrine. The Schlegels, Tieck, Josef Gorres,

Clemens Brentano, von der Hagen, Docen, Arnim, Meusebach,

Biisching, Heinrich von Kleist, Fouque—to name all those who
either in scholarly or in popular fashion concerned themselves with

the literature of the Middle Ages would mean to name almost all

German writers of the time. To exclude oneself from the general

frenzy meant literary ruin for anyone less than a Titan.

Goethe had always resented mass movements in literature. When
his Gotz precipitated a flood of "Ritterdramen" from the Storm and

Stress writers he quietly withdrew from the scene. When the con-

tagion of "Wertherfieber" swept Germany he calmly disengaged

himself from the movement which he himself had caused with

nothing more than an indulgent smile for his imitators. And now,

when the romanticists about him delved into the treasures of Ger-

manic antiquity with all the fervor of their enthusiasm, the move-

ment left Goethe cold, served, if anything, to increase his indiffer-

ence toward older German literature. In his letters, reviews, and

other recorded lucubrations of these years we find a crystallization
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of his earlier views, now expressed with a clarity that permits us

to understand his negative attitude. He speaks of the Middle Ages

as "eine Zeit unseren Empfindungen ganz entfremdet und fiir uns

ohne lebendige Bedeutung ;—was sind ihre Werte auch anders denn

die der Kuriositat ?" In this respect he holds the standpoint of eight-

eenth-century Rationalism : a belief that national culture had made

such enormous progress that the Middle Ages had nothing to give

;

and further, that human nature had undergone such radical changes

that the individual of the eighteenth century could have nothing

whatever in common with his remote ancestors. Again and again

Goethe utters this same opinion, perhaps nowhere more clearly

than in the Annalen in his comments on von der Hagen's Helden-

buch : "Es gab nicht den angenehmen Eindruck, den wir bei An-

naherung von Stammverwandten immer empfinden, hier hatte sich

eine alles verwandelnde Zeit dazwischen gelegt."

But again it must be admitted that Goethe was well informed

regarding the activities in older literature and that he judged fairly.

In 1806 he made a thorough study of Des Knahen Wunderhom and

reviewed it in a most favorable manner in the Jenaische Literatur-

seitwig. According to Arnim's and Brentano's own admission in

1810, Goethe's review of the first volume of their collection was of

immeasurable aid in the planning of the second and third volumes.

In the same year, 1806, Goethe's attention was drawn to the

Niheliingenlied. Of all Middle High German monuments this one

seems to have made the deepest impression upon him and seems

to have occupied his thoughts frequently. In the Annalen of 1807

he wrote: "Ich kannte langst das Dasein dieses Gedichtes aus

Bodmers Bemiihungen. Christoph Heinrich Miiller sendete mir seine

Ausgabe leider ungeheftet, das kostliche Werk blieb bei mir liegen,

und ich, in anderem Geschaft, Neigung und Sorge befangen, blieb

so stumpf dagegen wie die iibrige deutsche Welt." This is Goethe's

first mention of the great Middle High German epic and it is some-

thing of a shock to learn that for twenty-five years—it was in 1882

that Miiller sent it to him—he had had it in his possession without

becoming acquainted with it. It was von der Hagen's edition that

aroused Goethe's interest and for a period of more than a year he

worked over it intermittently. He read it to the ladies of the "Mitt-

wochkranzchen," he made a list of the characters, he wrote little

sketches about its history, its geography, about its customs. The ap-

pearance of Simrock's translation of the Nihelnngenlied further
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stimulated Goethe's interest. It was his intention to review this

publication and for the purpose he assembled his scattered collectanea.

The review was never published but the first draft is preserved

(Jub. A. 38, 126 f.). Here he wrote: "Die Kenntnis dieses Ge-
dichtes gehort zu einer Bildungsstufe der NIation. Und zwar des-

wegen, weil es die Einbildungskraft erhoht, das Gefiihl anregt, die

Neugierde erweckt, und, um sie zu befriedigen, uns zu einem Ur-
teil auffordert." It was his opinion that the material of the poem is

extremely ancient but the treatment comparatively modern. These
facts served him as explanation of numerous discrepancies. The
world of the Nihelungenlied, he said, was an absolute world, subject

only to its own laws and not guided by any superhuman agencies.

In this respect it differed from the world of Homer, in which all

human activities were supervised and directed by the gods. He
calls the poem "classic," because its characters, like Homer's, are

"gesund und tiichtig." The problem of the religious background of

the epic engrossed him particularly. He regarded it as "grundheid-

nisch" and found that the Christian cult had not the least influence.

Heroes and heroines, he said, went to church only to quarrel. In

conclusion he expresses the conviction that the content of the.

Nihelungenlied should be re-worked into a mighty prose epic, "so

dasz der Gehalt in ganzer Kraft und Macht vor die Seele trate und
dem Geiste von einer neuen Seite zur Erscheinung kame." That
he himself did not undertake this work does not surpise us.

Quite different, but entirely characteristic was his reaction to

Hartmann von Aue's Der arme Heinrich. In 1807 Biisching pre-

sented his edition of this epic to Goethe and the latter tells us that

he made an honest effort to read it. But he was forced to lay it

aside, repelled by the, .to him, disgusting spectacle of a loathsome

disease as the central motivating element and of a spineless hero
willing to accept the blood sacrifice of an innocent child upon the

altar of a horrible and cruel superstition. With a shudder he
says that merely to touch the book inspired him with a fear of con-

tagion. We are reminded of his famous verdict : "Klassisch ist das

Gesunde, romantisch das Krankhafte."

In the years 1807 to 1810, according to his own statements,

Goethe devoted himself to more serious study of older German
literature. We do not know the nature of these studies ; Goethe
vaguely speaks of "Minnelieder." It is likely that it was in these

years that he became acquainted with Wolfram von Eschenbach.
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Apparently he read Wolfram's works carefully, if not apprecia-

tively. He mentions him only once and that once in connection with

the Flemish painters whom Wolfram had praised. That Goethe was

familiar with Gottfried von Straszhurg is entirely unlikely and that

the Middle High German lyric poets were more than mere names

to him we have not the slightest evidence. We know that Wilhelm

Grimm spent the month of Decemher, 1809, at Weimar. Goethe

calls him "einen ganz hiihschen, in seinem Fache ganz fleiszigen

Mann," and says in the Annalcn for 1809 that Grimm's presence in

Weimar brought him a deeper appreciation of Germanic antiquity.

At Wilhelm Grimm's request Goethe loaned Jakob several Minne-

sanger manuscripts from the Weimar library and in the follow-

ing year he expressed mild pleasure at Grimm's prose translation o£

the Edda. But it seems that the Grimms were not very deeply im-

pressed with Goethe's enthusiasm for Germanic antiquity. In a

letter to Jakob on November 20, 1815, Wilhelm considers it in-

advisable to tell Goethe anything definite regarding their Marchen-

plans and warns his brother not to send Goethe a copy of his newly

published Armer Heinrich. He probably remembered Goethe's re-

action to Biisching's edition of the same work.

After these years of so-called intensive study of older German
literature and of repeated contact with leading scholars in the field,

we are inclined to wonder where and how Goethe utilized this ma-

terial. The only immediate precipitate was the Maskenziig of 1810,

w^ritten in honor of the engagement of Prinzessin Karoline. In this

mask appear numerous characters from older literature: Brunhild,

Siegfried, Konig Rother, Ortnit, many unidentilied Minnesingers

and courtly poets. In stately procession they descend from the

heights of the Wartburg to pass in review before the august as-

semblage of royalty. Charming as this mask may be, perfect in its

every artistic detail, it is nevertheless a disappointing residue from

the greatest literature that German genius had produced before

Goethe's own time.

The closing years of Goethe's life brought him no nearer to the

true spirit of older German literature. After 1815 he seems to have

abandoned all effort to draw on it. The mask of 1818, his last one.

and the romantic portions of Faust II, have assumed the outward

form of the Middle Ages but they have nothing of its content.

There is nothing mysterious about Goethe's inability to under-

stand and to interpret the Middle Ages. A man who is essentially
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a realist, an optimist, and a free thinker can have little sympathy for

a period of chaos, of hopeless fatalism, of spiritual bondage. All

his instincts drove him away from the German Middle Ages to the

placid ideal of classical Greek antiquity. In addition to these fac-

tors of character there can be no doubt that the emphasis of his

early education in the classics made the Greeks much more vital

and real to him than his own ancestors. Goethe was always pri-

marily a visual thinker ; he thought in pictures and not in abstractions.

In this connection his comments on the Edda are worthy of note.

At an early age he had become familiar with the Norse myths and

later through Herder with the text of the Edda itself. The Strasz-

burg Ephenicrides give evidence of his intensive study of the Edda.

Concerning it he wrote in Dichtnng niid Wahrheit: "Alle diese

Dinge, so wert ich sie hielt, konnte ich nicht in den Kreis meines

Dichtungsvermogens aufnehmen ; wie herrlich sie mir auch die

Einbildungskraft erregten, entzogen sie sich doch ganz dem sinn-

lichen Anschauen, indessen die Mythologie der Griechen, durch die

groszten Kiinstler der Welt in sichtliche, leicht einzubildende Ge-

stalten verwandelt, noch vor unseren Augen in Menge dastand ....

Was hatte mich bewegen sollen, Wodan fiir Jupiter and Thor fiir

Mars zu setzen und statt der siidlichen genau umschriebenen

Figuren Nebelbilder, ja blosze Wortklange in meine Dichtung ein-

zufiihren ?

In these words we may find the key to Goethe's apparent indif-

ference to Germanic antiquity. Nlot only Wodan and Thor were

phantoms and empty sounds to him, but everything that lay farther

back than the liberating act of the Reformation. He had no un-

derstanding for the hopeless fatalism that made possible the stoic

death of Hagen ; none for the blindly superstitious spiritual devo-

tion that made possible the salvation of Hartmann's Heinrich. And

so Germanic antiquity remained for him always a forbidden field,

from which he was permitted to pluck here and there a word, a

character, an idea, but never an iota of its spirit.

Was Goethe aware of this inability? It is not likely. And yet

he places into the mouth of his favorite character the words:

Mein Freund, die Zeiten der Vergangenheit

Sind uns ein Buch mit sieben Siegeln.



ON RE-READING THREE THWARTED ROMANCES
La Nouvelle Helo'ise, Die Leiden des jungen Werthers,

Jacopo Ortis

BY WALTER L. BULLOCK
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IN the last half of the eighteenth century, three works appeared

written along curiously similar lines : the first by a French-

man, the second by a German, the third by an Italian. All three

described, with a minimum of concrete incident and with a maximum

of passionate description and sentimentally speculative digression,

philosophical and social, a supersensitive young man's enamorment

with an exquisitely virtuous young woman, and the effect wrought

upon his battered soul by her marriage to another.

All three are cast in a mould made famous and popular earlier

in the century by the Englishman Richardson: all three, that is to

say, take the form of the Epistolary Romance.

The first (and longest) is, of course, Rousseau's Jidie ou la

Nouvelle Helo'ise. A somewhat disjointed work, divided into six

parts, and covering a period of several years, it describes the ori-

gin and progress of the love of Julie for the high-minded and

noble-souled Saint-Preux, whom her father refuses to consider

as a suitor for her hand on account of his insufficiently aristocratic

origin. A sympathetic Englishman, Milord Edouard, intervenes on

behalf of Saint-Preux, but unhappily his tactless sarcasms in the

face of Julie's father's opposition only serve to crystallize that op-

position to unshakeable determination: the father will never con-

sent. The kindly Milord offers to help the lovers to a home and

independence of their own, but Julie opposes a virtuous though not

quite adequately motivated refusal.

For a while the lovers continue to correspond, but before long

Julie is forced by her father to marry one M. de Wolmar. Saint-

Preux meditates suicide, but is dissuaded by the sound arguments

of the worthy Milord.

Six years after, Julie is peaceful, and in general happy, with

a considerate husband and two beautiful children. But she can

never forget Saint-Preux, and one day learns that he is to be in

the neighborhood on his way to Italy. He wants to see Julie once

more. The husband urges him to visit them: Julie has told all. (Since
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the lovers, in the early stage of their affair, had known no reason

for restraint, her tale was not a light one). Saint-Prenx visits them,

is charmed with the simple life they lead, and duly impressed by

M. de Wolmar's noble confidence in him. The former lovers go

through one critical experience—out in a boat together while the

husband is away—but they rise superior to temptation ....

The last two parts consist mainly of digressions, in the midst of

which Saint-Preux is suddenly informed, by a long letter from

M. de Wolmar, that Julie is dead. She had dashed into the lake to

save one of her children from drowning, only to succumb shortly

afterwards to the results of chill and exposure.

Such is the story, which occupies, however, only a fraction of

the pages in the volume. The bulk of them are filled with Rousseau's

digressions, some of them closely connected with the plot, some of

them only remotely: digressions on Travel, on the Simple Life of

Mountaineers, on Italian Music, on Modesty, on Duelling, on Paris,

on Religion, on Adultery, on Suicide, on Philosophy, on Domestic

Economy, on Education (a lengthy digression this, and—as we ex-

pect of Rousseau on the subject—singularly feeble-minded, singu-

larly akin to the noisiest "educationalist" theories of our own day),

and on a number of other matters.

Rousseau, we must remember, was about forty-five when he

wrote his Julie. He began it, apparently, at a period when he felt

a burning desire to write love letters, but had no one whom he could

regard as a suitable recipient for these ardent outpourings. He con-

tinued it, however, under the very different stimulus of his rejected

passion for Mme. de Houdetot—a lady who nobly checked his ad-

vances, strong in her devotion to that Gallic form of the Seventh

Commandment: Thou shalt not commit adultery with more than

one person at a time. But however much the ideas Rousseau sets

forth in his fnilie may have been influenced by his conversations

with Mme. de Houdetot and her influence upon him for restraint,

the plot of his tale is not even remotely suggestive of any actual

external events in his life.

While Rousseau's Jiilie was a work of maturity, written when

the author was past middle life, Goethe's Werther was a work of

youth, composed when he was less than twenty-five years old. The

situation which it sets forth is, as we all know, very similar to that

of Julie. Thackeray's famous summary is not quite accurate, though

its first stanza does well enough:



\\ERTHER'S LOTTE
By Kaulbach
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Werther had a love for Charlotte

Such as words could never utter

;

Would you know how first he met her?

She was cutting bread and butter.

Charlotte, having seen his body

Borne before her on a shutter.

Like a well-conducted person,

Went on cutting bread and butter.

In Die Leiden de^ jungen Werthers, the hero did see Lotte for

the first time when, if she was not cutting Butterbrot, at least "Sie

hielt ein schwarzes Brot, und schnitt. . . . jedem sein Stiick...."

He soon fell deeply in love with her ; but their idyll was shadowed

by the fact that the lady was betrothed to another, one Albert,

After a few months, Werther's passion for her became so evi-

dent, and her interest in him had grown so strong that the twen-

tieth-century reader cannot quite see why it would not have been

the part of wisdom to reconsider her betrothal to the other man;

or a least to put off for a year or two—until all were quite sure of

themselves—all thought of marriage. But in that case Die Leiden

des jiingcn Werthers would have lost all that appealed to the ex-

quisitely sensitive souls of the period ; and besides, in the eighteenth

century (at least for purposes of sentimental fiction) a betrothal

—

even a marriage—might be taken very seriously. Lotte and her

Albert were therefore in due course made man and wife : and Wer-

ther, after a vain attempt to reconcile himself, blew out his brains.

It was a rather untidy suicide. "L'ber dem rechtem Auge hatte er

sich durch den Kopf geschossen, das Gehirn war herausgetrieben .

.•"

Yet it was hours before he died, and in the interval "er. . . .hat sich

konvrlsivisch rm den Stuhl herumgewalzt . . .

. " Charlotte, by the

way, did not go on cutting bread and butter : on the contrary, the

editor tells us specifically: "von Lottens Jammer laszt mich nichts

sagen" : and later: "Man fiirchtete fiir Lottens Leben."

The similarities of Werther's history to that of Saint-Preux

are obvious enough. The lady each adores becomes the wife of

another, and the lover a restless witness of her domestic activities.

He is sorely tried—especially in a moment when she shows some

weakness for him-—but makes a gallant effort to resign himself.

Saint-Preux, having contemplated suicide and been dissuaded, sue-
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ceeds in accepting the facts ; the story in his case ends with the

lady's accidental death. Werther, on the other hand, fails, and shoots

himself with pistols borrowed (in rather dubious taste, one must

admit) from his lady's husband.

One might think that in writing Werther Goethe had taken

Rousseau's rambling romance, cut out all that was extraneous and

purely digressive, changed the conclusion into something more logi-

cal and inevitable, adapted the whole to a German background, and

so, keeping the same form of the epistolary novel, made of it a

brief, unified, effective, and moving little tragedy. The work aroused

an immediate sensation : it was universally read and wildly ap-

plauded ; but, although Rousseau's Julie had likewise been enormous-

ly successful, and had appeared only a dozen or so years earlier,

hardly anyone thought of suggesting that Werther was a re-work-

ing of Rousseau's tale.

Why not? Simply because everyone knew that Die Leiden des

jungen Werthcrs contained only a minimum of fiction. Lotte was

Lotte Buff, whom Goethe had known at Wetzlar as the fiancee of

one Kestner. There was no attempt to conceal her identity ; not only

her Christian name, but a number of details were kept, such as the

many brothers and sisters for whom, in her widowed father's house,

she had to act as housekeeper and mother. Goethe had tried to win

her, but she had preferred—and shortly married—Kestner. The
poet fled the scene, and presently forgot Lotte, more or less, in his

attachment for another married lady, Maximiliane Brentano, whose

husband before long very wisely forbade Goethe to visit his house.

It was this last jolt which turned Goethe's mind once more to

Lotte and her husband, and reminded him at the same time of the

suicide, some months earlier, of a Wetzlar acquaintance named Jeru-

salem, known also to have had a love affair with a friend's wife.

So Goethe sat down forthwith and wrote off Werfhers Leiden in a

bare month, telling all the story of his passion for his Lotte and of

his despair over her marriage to her betrothed ; changing only the

ending, to attribute to himself, instead of his actual resignation, the

suicide of the unfortunate Jerusalem.

Naturally enough, when the book was published, the good Kest-

ner was at first decidedly annjOyed ; for Werther is not quite as

considerate of Albert as he might be. But ere long he too was re-

conciled, and Goethe-Werther continued his friendly relations with

Lotte and her husband "ever after." In this the poet showed himself
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a far more sensible person than his hero; but the truth, of course,

makes an infinitely less throbbing story.

The third of these tales of a thwarted passion is Ugo Foscolo's

Ultime Lettere di Jacopo Ortis. The hero, overwhelmed at the

betrayal of his native Venice by Napoleon to the Austrians {Treaty

of Campoformio : October, 1797), and proscribed by the new govern-

ment as one dangerous to the state, withdraws for safety—and for

such peace as he may find—to a little villa in the Euganean Hills.

Here he meets the charming Teresa, whom he frequently sees with

her little sister, Isabellina ; he learns that she is unhappy, and

speedily falls in love with her. But alas ! She can never be his.

She is betro1:hed to a certain Odoardo, wealthy and influential : a

worthy enough man, though lacking in those more delicate sensi-

bilities for which Teresa—being a lady of the Eighteenth Century

—

so ineffably yearned. Her father has insisted on the match with

Odoardo, though her mother opposed it (on Teresa's behalf) even

to the extent of leaving her husband and withdrawing to a little

house of her own, in protest.

This father, however, is neither brutal nor callous. He is, in-

deed, from some points of view, the most interesting character

in any of the three stories. Lotte's father had been scarcely men-

tioned by the young Werther ; Julie's had been so obstinate and

arrogant that her refusal to run away with her lover when every

opportunity was ofi^ered seemed a foolish weakness. But Teresa's

father is in reality thoughtful and sympathetic. He has a full

grasp of the whole situation, and feels only admiration and affection

for Jacopo. Under different circumstances, there is no man he

would more happily accept as son-in-law ; but unfortunately he is

himself, like Jacopo, suspected by the government: he, too, has

desired his country's freedom from the foreign yoke. When a

favorable opportunity occurs, he talks the whole matter over with

Jacopo. Edoardo, to whom Teresa is engaged, is not only rich and

influential ; he is definitely persona grata to the government. By

marrying him, Teresa will secure both herself and her family from

the persecutions of their enemies, personal and political alike ; where-

as her marriage to Jacopo could bring only speedy ruin upon

them all.

Jacopo admits the truth of all this ; and when Teresa's father

urges his departure as the one course which may save her from

continued hopeless suffering, he accepts his fate, and departs. For
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some months he wanders about his unhappy country ; but the politi-

cal and social sufferings of his Italy only serve to make his own de-

spair the keener. He goes back to take a last farewell of Teresa,

now safely married, and of her father ; then stabs himself to the

heart with a dagger.

This suicide, like Werther's, is described with a wealth of ghast-

ly detail: 'S'era piantato un pugnale sotto la mammella sinistra:

ma se I'era cavato dalla ferita, e gh era caduto a terra." "La

ferita era assai lar'ga, e profonda, e sebbene non avesse colpito il

cuore, egli si afifretto la morte lasciando perdere il sangue che an-

dava a rivi per la stanza " And the final tragic touch: "GH

pendeva dal collo il ritratto di Teresa tutto nero di sangue, se non

che era alquanto polito nel mezzo; e le labbra insanguinate di Ja-

copo fanno congetturare ch' ei nell' agonia baciasse 1' immagine

della sua amica."

All things considered, however, Foscolo's story is, in this twen-

tieth century, perhaps the most readable of the three, though it

certainlv lacks the swift unity, and much of the art, of Werthers

Leiden. The little things that tend to annoy us today in Werther—

his oft-reiterated devotion to his Homer (through the first half

of the story) though he shows no signs of knowing anything about

what Homer wrote ; his subsequent turn from Homer to that mas-

terly and gifted faker Macpherson (whom he accepts as Ossian and

quotes at agonizing length) ; his failure to meet the situation boldly,

and to ask Lotte to consider and to wait—these are avoided by

Foscolo. Jacopo's devotion to Plutarch, Dante, and Petrarch are

obviously genuine; and occasional lines from the Italian poets an-

noy us far less than whole pages rendered from the "Ossian" by

Werther. Again, such incidents in Ortis as the picture of the

famous satirist Parini, an old man in Florence, have a very real

interest today; while in the main story itself, Foscolo is the only

one who really gives an adequate motive for the lovers' separation

and the lady's marriage to another. And Foscolo shrewdly adds

verisimilitude to his tale by a number of minor touches: "Such and

such a letter which Ortis must have written cannot now be

found " "The other pages of this letter have been somehow

lost. ..." and the like.

Jacopo Ortis, however, is lacking indeed—we must repeat—in

the unity of Werther. And this lack of unity is at bottom the result of

an attempt to graft one hero upon another. For the Ultime Let-
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tere di Jacopo Ortis was not conceived and composed as a single

work; it represents a triple working over of material which pre-

sented itself to the author successively in quite different forms.

In one of the earlier versions Teresa was a widow with a little

daughter, happily betrothed to a noble and affectionate Odoardo.

And the hero of the earliest version had been a far more sentimental

and far less violent individual, a man whose political activities and

convictions seem to have been a very minor matter. One of the

chief weaknesses in Jacopo Ortis lies in the fact that Foscolo did

not always succeed in eliminating this earlier, more sentimental

aspect of his hero; so that occasionally the character appears in-

consistent. The fact that in its final version Foscolo's story shows

the political element so strongly emphasized, pictures its hero as

less sentimental and more forceful, and describes the heroine not

as a widow with a little daughter but as a maiden, forced by cir-

cumstances and a father's will to marry one she did not love (in

this last aspect marking a return to Foscolo's earliest version, aban-

doned, in the second, in favor of the widow)—these changes are

all caused by parallel changes in the author's circumstances. Be-

tween the first and last versions, the Italian political situation had

entirely changed, reaching a crisis, and Foscolo himself had passed

from comparative indifference to an active interest, actually enroll-

ing, in 1799 as a volunteer in the National Guard. The lessening

sentimentality and increasing force of Jacopo Ortis in the later

version marks a corresponding change in the character of the author.

And the difference in the heroine's position was the definite result

of Foscolo's devotion to a new lady, Isabella Roncioni, whose cir-

cumstances were similar to those of Teresa in her final form. It

is only recently, we must note, that it has been possible to trace,

roughly, the development of Foscolo's story in its successive ver-

sions, since only fragments of the earlier versions have survived.

But there can now be no doubt that Jacopo Ortis went through three

quite different forms, its author modifying and altering the story

in accordance with his own changed outlook.

Foscolo himself declared that his chief debt to Goethe was a

study he made of Werthers Leiden at the time that he was work-

ing on the last revision of his Ortis; adding that Werther was es-

pecially valuable to him in assisting him to work out his story along

lines of greater unity. That the original conception owed anything
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to Werther he indignantly denied ; and, indeed, became so furious

when it was suggested that his work was simply an imitation of

Goethe's that he involved himself in a series of contradictory denials

which made it only too evident that, on several points at least, he

was not telling the truth. Demonstrably false, for example, was his

angry declaration that he had never seen )lVerther prior to that

period of the final re-working of his Ortis.

Foscolo's attitude in the matter has never been quite explained

;

but it is, I think, not hard to understand. Uppermost in his mind,

unquestionably, was the series of events in his own life which had

formed the background and the mainspring of the several versions

of his work, especially his passionate attachment first for the wife

of VincenzD Monti, and then for the unhappy Isabella Roncioni.

Unlike Goethe, he had carefully concealed the close connection be-

tween his story and his life, though everyone felt that Jacopo was

Ugo Foscolo, and several of the editions carried Foscolo's portrait

labelled "Jacopo Ortis." He was himself profoundly convinced that

his novel was a true if idealized picture of his own experiences,

and that its debt to Werther was confined to a few last-minute

touches in the interest of unity. But it was utterly impossible for

him to declare this fact without admitting publicly his relationship

to certain ladies whom- he had always taken every precaution to

protect. Hence his blind rage : the accusation that he had from the

first imitated Werther was false ; but the evidence he might have

adduced in this connection was forbidden him by a sense of honor.

No wonder he was furious ; and no wonder that he took refuge

in a series of heated denials which—only too inevitably—were soon,

without great difficulty, proved in large part false.

So there abide these three works on a single theme: Rousseau's

JuUe, Goethe's Werther, and Foscolo's Ortis; three works so simi-

lar in general handling that the theme would seem inevitably to

have been copied by Goethe from Rousseau and by Foscolo from

Goethe. And yet in point of fact the first of the three seems

to have been the only one that was not in its essence profoundly

autobiographical ; and thus all were in large degree essentially

original.

What, in conclusion, of these three tales from the point of view

of the twentieth-century reader? That the lady should, in all three,

have given up an attractive, interesting, and romantic lover in fa-
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vor of a somewhat dnll and commonplace husband, doubtless calls

for explanation if not for apology in this our day and generation.

To readers of such products as Wesfzvard Passage, these heroines

must seem strangely simple-minded ; it would have been so easy and

so obviously satisfactory to oscillate between the two men, sating

oneself in comfort first with husband, then with lover—indefinite-

ly. But in the eighteenth century men or women—or perhaps both

-^seem to have been difterently constituted ; at all events, romantic

love in those days must have been less. . . .naked, shall we say?

—

less unrestrained. Werther and Ortis—both are out of fashion

now in the excessive power upon them of their passion. And Char-

lotte and Teresa alike are quite demoded in the nineteen thirties in

that they seem to have practised something in the nature of re-

straint or—even worse—of decency. But we make no apology for

them : only a little whimsically we note the fact.

And having re-read these tales, we do not feel that our time

has been entirely misspent. They have in part amused us and in

part have made us, almost philosophically, reflective : what more

could we ask? As we lay them aside again, we are not sorry, after

all, that the Goethe Centennial should have given us reason or ex-

cuse for turning back a moment to three thwarted romances of a

century and a half ago.
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